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Precision experiments, such as the search for electric dipole moments of charged particles using
storage rings, demand for an understanding of the spin dynamics with unprecedented accuracy.
The ultimate aim is to measure the electric dipole moments with a sensitivity up to 15 orders in
magnitude better than the magnetic dipole moment of the stored particles. This formidable task
requires an understanding of the background to the signal of the electric dipole from rotations of the
spins in the spurious magnetic fields of a storage ring. One of the observables, especially sensitive
to the imperfection magnetic fields in the ring is the angular orientation of stable spin axis. Up
to now, the stable spin axis has never been determined experimentally, and in addition, the JEDI
collaboration for the first time succeeded to quantify the background signals that stem from false
rotations of the magnetic dipole moments in the horizontal and longitudinal imperfection magnetic
fields of the storage ring. To this end, we developed a new method based on the spin tune response
of a machine to artificially applied longitudinal magnetic fields. This novel technique, called spin
tune mapping, emerges as a very powerful tool to probe the spin dynamics in storage rings. The
technique was experimentally tested in 2014 at the cooler synchrotron COSY, and for the first
time, the angular orientation of the stable spin axis at two different locations in the ring has been
determined to an unprecedented accuracy of better than 2.8 µ rad.
PACS numbers: 13.40.Em, 11.30.Er, 29.20.Dh, 29.27.Hj
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I. INTRODUCTION
Our very existence hinges on the net baryonic content
of the Universe. In the Big Bang paradigm, the baryon
asymmetry of the Universe is generated during the off-
equilibrium expansion of the Universe due to baryon
number and CP non-conserving processes [1]. The Stan-
dard Model (SM) possesses a topological baryon num-
ber violation [2] and the CP -violation can be successfully
parameterized by the non-vanishing phase of the CKM
mixing parameters [3].The baryonic abundance predicted
by the SM, however, is some nine orders of magnitude
smaller than the experimentally observed one [4–6]. That
clearly calls for CP -violating mechanisms beyond the
CKM parameterization within the SM (for a discussion
of alternative approaches to the matter-antimatter asym-
metry, see [7] and references therein).
Electric dipole moments (EDMs) become only possi-
ble when parity P and time-reversal invariance T (and
CP by virtue of the CPT theorem) are broken. Hence
the search for EDMs of hadrons and leptons constitutes
an important window toward new physics beyond the
SM. An EDM would precess in the electric field precisely
as the magnetic dipole moment (MDM) does in a mag-
netic field. The nuclear magneton µN = e~/2mNc ≈
310−14 e cm sets a natural scale for the MDM of nucle-
ons and light nuclei. The EDM calls for a P violating
weak interaction, the price for which to pay is a factor
of ∼ 10−7, and one pays extra a factor of ∼ 10−3 for
CP violation [8]. Hence the natural scale for the EDM
of nucleons is given by
dN ∼ 10−3 × 10−7 × µN ∼ 10−24 e cm . (1)
In the SM the CP symmetry is violated due to flavor
changing transitions. To generate a flavor-neutral EDM
one has to change the flavor back invoking the weak in-
teraction once again, which entails an exceedingly small
lower bound on the nucleon EDM from the SM of
dSMN ∼ 10−7 × dN ∼ 10−31 e cm . (2)
So far stringent upper bounds have been set on the
EDM of neutral atoms, molecules and neutrons, which
can readily be subjected to strong electric fields still be-
ing at rest. In these investigations one usually looks for a
shift of the spin precession frequency caused by an elec-
tric E-field parallel or anti-parallel to the B-field (for
a review see [9]). For the neutron (n) EDM, an upper
bound of dn < 2 · 10−26 e cm has been reached [10–12].
The ultimate sensitivity anticipated in the present neu-
tron EDM experiments may reach dn ∼ 10−27 e cm.
The parallel fields approach does not work for charged
particles, such as protons (p), deuterons (d) and other
nuclei though. Here the electric field must be part of
what confines charged particles on a closed orbit in a
storage ring. On a purely statistical basis, the sensitivity
to the proton and deuteron EDMs can be higher than
that of the neutron. In addition, the existing bound on
the neutron EDM does not preclude much larger proton,
deuteron and helion (3He) EDMs (for a comprehensive
discussion, see [13]). The principal point is that there are
no model-independent sum rules relating EDMs for n, p,
d and 3He – they all probe different aspects of generic
mechanisms of CP violation.
The present study, carried out by the JEDI Collabora-
tion (Jülich Electric Dipole moment Investigations) [14]
in September 2014 at COSY, is motivated by ideas on the
search for EDMs of protons and deuterons using a storage
ring [14, 15]. It is part of an extensive world-wide effort
to push further the frontiers of precision spin dynamics of
polarized particles in storage rings. We developed a new
method to map out the spin tune response of a machine
with respect to artificially introduced magnetic field im-
perfections. The theoretical background to this method
and its experimental vindication are prerequisites to the
planned precursor EDM experiments at COSY [14], and
will also have an impact on the design of future dedicated
EDM storage rings.
The present investigation is part of the preparations
for the search for the deuteron EDM at COSY, using
a radio-frequency (RF) Wien filter (WF) [16]. The idea
is to look for an EDM-driven resonant rotation of the
stored deuteron spins from the horizontal to vertical di-
rection and vice versa, generated by the RF Wien fil-
ter at the deuteron spin precession frequency. The RF
Wien filter per se is transparent to the EDM of the par-
ticle, its net effect is a frequency modulation of the spin
tune. This modulation couples to the EDM precession in
the static motional E-field of the ring, and generates an
EDM-driven up-down oscillation of the polarization [17].
On the other hand, the EDM interaction with the hor-
izontal motional electric field tilts the vertical stable spin
axis inwards or outwards the ring. This tilt constitutes
another static EDM observable, dual to the EDM-driven
resonant spin rotation. Any offset and misalignment of
magnetic elements in the ring produces horizontal and/or
longitudinal imperfection magnetic fields as well. A ro-
tation of the MDM in these magnetic imperfections is
indistinguishable from that of the EDM in the horizon-
tal motional electric field. In practice, those imperfec-
tion magnetic fields cannot readily be compensated for
element by element and thus emerge as a principal back-
ground to the search for the EDM using an RF Wien
filter.
Recently, the JEDI collaboration has developed a
method to measure the spin tune of deuterons to a rela-
tive precision of nine decimal places in 100 s cycles [18].
This very high precision can be applied to provide a di-
agnostics tool to quantify the magnetic ring properties.
Specifically, the imperfections are known to affect the
spin tune [19, 20]. The new technique is based on the
introduction of artificial imperfections in the ring and to
study the spin tune as a function of the spin kick in these
artificial imperfections. Such a mapping of the spin tune
response enables one to determine the orientation of the
stable spin axis at the location of the artificial imper-
fections, and we report here about the first ever direct
measurement of the stable spin axis in a storage ring.
Preliminary results are reported in [21]. In the present
experiment the two electron cooler solenoids, placed in
the opposite straight sections of COSY, have been uti-
lized as makeshift artificial imperfections. Remarkably,
such a two-solenoid setup with pure longitudinal mag-
netic fields allows one to deduce both longitudinal and
horizontal components of the stable spin axis at two po-
sitions in the ring.
The further presentation is organized as follows. In
Sec. II, we present a brief theoretical introduction to the
experimental investigations. The principal results of the
exploratory study using COSY are reported in Sec. III.
They do fully confirm the principal theoretical expecta-
tions on the impact of magnetic imperfections on the spin
tune. We have shown for the first time, that the angular
orientation of the stable spin axis can be controlled to
an accuracy of about 2.8 µ rad. The experimental data
exhibit certain systematic effects that have been uncov-
ered in the course of the data analysis, those stemming
from beam-orbit distortions by the misaligned solenoids
are discussed in Sec. IV. In the analysis of systematic ef-
fects, we invoked simulations based on the orbit- and
spin-tracking code COSY-Infinity [22]. The interpreta-
4tion of the experimental findings and possible applica-
tions of the spin-tune mapping technique are reviewed in
Sec.V. A summary is given in Sec.VI, where we empha-
size our points on the utility of the spin tune as a probe
to characterize the MDM background in searches for the
EDMs of charged particles. The Appendices (A, B, C,
D, E, and F) are reserved for technical aspects on the
statistical and the systematic accuracy of the spin tune
determination and on the theoretical background behind
the spin tune mapping.
II. BACKGROUND OF THE EDM SIGNAL
FROM MAGNETIC IMPERFECTION FIELDS
A. Spin dynamics with EDM
The spin dynamics in a storage ring is governed
by the Frenkel-Thomas-Barmann-Michel-Telegdi (FT-
BMT) equation [23–26] extended to include the EDM ef-
fects [27, 28]. We start with an ideal storage ring with
static vertical magnetic field ~B = B~ey, and horizontal
electric field ~E = E~ex, so that (~β · ~E) = (~β · ~B) = 0,
where ~β = β~ez is the particle velocity in units of the
velocity c of light [(~ex, ~ey, ~ez) form a right-handed coor-
dinate system]. We use the system of units ~ = c = 1.
Let the stored particle of mass m and of electric change
q have a non-vanishing EDM,
d = η
q
2m
. (3)
Here η plays for the EDM the same role as the g-factor
does for the MDM, µ = gq/2m. With allowance for
an EDM, the FT-BMT equation for the spin precession
takes the form [27, 28]
d~S
dt
= ~Ωs × ~S , (4)
where the spin precession angular velocity is given by
~Ωs = − q
m
G~B + ( 1β2 − 1−G
)
~β × ~E︸ ︷︷ ︸
MDM
+
η
2
( ~E + ~β × ~B)︸ ︷︷ ︸
EDM
 .
(5)
Here G = (g−2)/2 describes the magnetic anomaly. The
EDM part in ~Ωs is proportional to the Lorentz force,
d~p
dt
= q
(
~E + ~β × ~B
)
, (6)
while the MDM part receives a contribution from the
motional magnetic field ∝ ~β × ~E.
In the standard spinor formalism [19, 20], the spin
transfer matrix per turn in a ring R equals
tR = exp (−ipiνs~σ · ~c) = cos (piνs)
− i (~σ · ~c) sin(piνs) , (7)
where ~σ stands for the Pauli matrices and ~c is a unit
vector pointing along the local spin precession axis. The
angular velocity of the spin precession equals
~Ωs = 2pifs~c = 2pifRνs~c , (8)
where fR is the revolution frequency of the particles in
the ring, and νs the spin tune, i.e., the number of spin
revolutions per turn. The EDM produces two important
effects. Firstly, it tilts the stable spin axis (also called
spin-closed orbit) away from the vertical direction in a
plane perpendicular to the particle velocity, described by
~c = ~ex sin ξEDM + ~ey cos ξEDM , (9)
where
tan ξEDM =
ηβ
G
. (10)
Secondly, besides this tilt, the EDM interaction also mod-
ifies the spin tune from the canonical νs = Gγ to
ν0s =
Gγ
cos ξEDM
. (11)
B. Radio-frequency and static approaches to EDM
measurements in ideal storage rings
1. Radio-frequency driven EDM signal
The early discussion of signals of the EDM focused
on the EDM-driven resonance rotation of the spin from
the horizontal to the vertical direction or vice versa by
employing an RF Wien filter with a horizontal ~E-field
( ~EWF(t) = ~exEWF cos(2pifWFt+ ∆WF) and a vertical ~B-
field ( ~BWF(t) = ~eyBWF cos(2pifWFt + ∆WF). According
to the FT-BMT equation, such a Wien filter with van-
ishing Lorentz force,
~FL(t) = ~EWF(t) + ~β × ~BWF(t) = 0 , (12)
exerted on the beam, is entirely EDM-transparent.
Nevertheless, the MDM interaction with the vertical
RF magnetic field [see the MDM component of ~Ωs in
Eq. (5)], yields the precession around the y-axis with the
angular velocity
~ΩWF(t) = − q
m
· 1 +G
γ2
~BWF(t) . (13)
The resulting spin kick in the WF causes an RF modu-
lation of the spin tune. As Morse, Orlov and Semertzidis
showed [17], when the RF WF frequency is locked to the
5spin precession frequency (fWF = fs), the RF modu-
lation of the spin tune couples to the EDM interaction
with the static motional ~E-field ∝ ~β × ~B and generates
an up-down rotation of the particle spins.
The strength of such an EDM-driven spin resonance is
given by (see the detailed discussion in AppendixA)
 =
1
2
χWF |~c× ~w| . (14)
Hereafter, ~c denotes the stable spin axis of the ring [~c is
a static quantity, defined at the location of the RF WF,
before the RF was activated, see also Eq. (7)], χWF the
spin kick in the WF, and ~w the magnetic field axis of the
WF.
For an ideal WF, ~w = ~ey and |~c× ~w| = sin ξEDM. The
EDM resonance strength
 =
1
2
χWF sin ξEDM (15)
manifestly vanishes if ξEDM ∝ d = 0. A full derivation of
the on-resonance case [Eq. (14)] is given in AppendixA 1,
the off-resonance case is treated in AppendixA 2.
2. Orientation of the stable spin axis as a static EDM
signal
The second option, elaborated in more detail in the
subsequent Sec. II C, is to measure directly the angular
orientation of the stable spin axis [see Eq. (10)]. If it were
possible, measuring this static quantity may prove more
advantageous than measuring the resonance strength ,
which is suppressed by the small factor χWF  1 [see
Eq. (15)]. The issue is false EDM signals, which are of
major concern throughout the present study.
C. Imperfections and spin tune mapping approach
to the determination of the stable spin axis
Realistic all-magnetic storage rings are laden with in-
plane imperfection magnetic fields, induced by misalign-
ments, rolls and offsets of magnetic elements. The inter-
action of the MDM with such imperfection fields there-
fore also contributes to the tilt of the stable spin axis,
which, to first order, is given by
~c = cy~ey+
[
cx(MDM)+sin ξEDM
]
~ex+cz(MDM)~ez , (16)
Thus, imperfection magnetic fields provide the major
background to the EDM signal. This point about the
false EDM signal from imperfections has already been
raised in the discussion of the bound on the muon EDM
from the BNL muon g−2 experiment [29]. Understanding
the imperfection content of a storage ring is therefore
among the top priorities for an EDM measurement using
a magnetic machine, and this was precisely the principal
task of the JEDI experiment at COSY.
FIG. 1. Sketch of the experimental setup with two solenoids
S1 and S2 located in the opposite straight sections of the
COSY ring. The vector ~c indicates the spin closed orbit be-
fore solenoid S1, when S1 and S2 are switched off. The two
arcs are denoted by A1 and A2, P shows the location of the
polarimeter, SRF the location of the RF solenoid, and I indi-
cates the injection. The beam orbits in clockwise direction in
the machine.
1. Spin tune mapping in a ring with a single artificial
imperfection
An extremely precise observable at our disposal is the
spin tune [18], which is prone to the imperfection mag-
netic fields. In order to apply the precise measurement of
the spin tune as a tool to probe the imperfection magnetic
fields, two artificial solenoidal magnetic imperfections, S1
and S2, were activated in the ring (see Fig. 1).
In the following, the idea of spin tune mapping using
a single, artificially introduced imperfection is exposed.
In anticipation of the modification of the spin tune by
artificial imperfections, we define the spin tune for a ring
without artificial imperfections by
tR = exp
(−ipiν0s~σ · ~c) = cos (piν0s)
− i(~σ · ~c) sin(piν0s ) ,
(17)
where ν0s denotes the unperturbed spin tune.
In such a situation, the spin transfer matrix of the
artificial imperfection (AI) is given by
tAI = cos
(
1
2
χAI
)
− i
(
~σ · ~k
)
sin
(
1
2
χAI
)
, (18)
where χAI denotes the spin rotation angle of the imperfec-
tion, and ~k its spin rotation axis. The total spin transfer
matrix of the ring in the presence of the AI is given by
the product
T =tRtAI
= cos [piνs(χAI)]− i [~σ · ~c(χAI)] sin [piνs(χAI)] , (19)
where by definition νs(χAI = 0) = ν0s and ~c(χAI = 0) = ~c,
6thus
cos [piνs(χAI)] = cos
(
pi
[
ν0s + ∆νs(χAI)
])
=
1
2
TrT = cos
(
piν0s
)
cos
(
1
2
χAI
)
− sin (piν0s) sin(12χAI
)(
~c · ~k
)
.
(20)
Here, ∆νs(χAI) denotes the change in spin tune from the
unperturbed value ν0s when the artificial imperfection is
activated.
For the sake of illustration of the idea of spin tune
mapping, take the perturbative expansion
cos
(
piν0s
)− cos (pi [ν0s + ∆νs(χAI)]) = cos (piν0s) [1− cos(12χAI
)]
+ (~c · ~k) sin (piν0s) sin(12χAI
)
' 1
8
cos
(
piν0s
){(
χAI + 2
(
~c · ~k
)
tan
(
piν0s
))2 − 4(~c · ~k)2 tan2 (piν0s)}
'pi sin (piν0s)∆νs(χAI) ,
(21)
which is a quadratic function of χAI. In case the spin
rotation axis of the artificial imperfection is in the ring
plane, then (~c ·~k) = cxkx + czkz. Mapping the spin tune
as function of χAI and the orientation of ~k would enable
one to determine both projections of cx and cz of ~c (see
Fig. 1).
However, the determination of cx calls for an AI with
a horizontal magnetic field which would cause unwanted
vertical collective beam orbit excursions. In the above
idealized example, the induced orbit excursions have been
ignored. In principle, distortion-free AIs using a static
Wien filter could be realized, but may require inaccessi-
bly large electric fields to ensure vanishing Lorentz forces
(estimates are given in AppendixE). Fortunately enough,
there exists a simple solution with pure longitudinal mag-
netic fields, which is free of orbit distortions.
2. Spin tune mapping in a ring with two solenoids
Specifically, using two solenoids S1 and S2 as AIs in the
ring (as shown in Fig. 1), well apart in opposite straight
sections, constitutes the simplest option. Let tA1,2 and
tS1,2 be the spin transfer matrices of the two arcs and of
the two solenoids. The spin transfer matrix T for the full
ring then reads
T = tA2tS2tA1tS1 = tA2tA1t
−1
A1 tS2tA1tS1 . (22)
In the absence of imperfections, t−1A1 tS2tA1tS1 = 1, and
T = tR = tA2tA1 . Spin-wise this amounts to the appar-
ent transport of the second imperfection downstream of
the first one, generating one combined local AI, given by
tAI = t
−1
A1 tS2tA1tS1 . (23)
Let the spin transfer matrices in the arcs Aj (j = 1, 2)
be,
tAj = exp
{
− i
2
θj(~σ · ~mj)
}
, (24)
where θj ' piν0s is the spin rotation angle in arc Aj
around the direction of ~mj ' ~ey. The spin transfer ma-
trices in the two solenoids Sj are given by
tSj = exp
{
− i
2
χj(~σ · ~nj)
}
(25)
with ~nj ' ~ez.
Upon the above apparent transport of the imperfec-
tion, one finds
t−1A1 tS2tA1 = exp
{
− i
2
χ2(~σ · ~n r2)
}
, (26)
where the spin rotation axis is transformed from ~n2 to
~n r2 = cos θ1~n2 + sin θ1 [~n2 × ~m1]
+ (1− cos θ1) (~m1 · ~n2) ~m1
' cos (piν0s)~ez − sin (piν0s)~ex . (27)
The last line of the above equation is an approximation
that holds when ~m1 (' ~ey) and n2 (' ~ez) are orthogonal,
and when [~n2 × ~m1] ' −~ex. Consequently, this apparent
transport amounts to a rotation of the axis of solenoid
S2 by an angle θ1 ' piν0s . This rotation is denoted by the
upper index r in Eq. (27). We thus managed to generate a
local artificial imperfection with an apparent horizontal
component of the magnetic field without excitation of
transverse beam excursions.
Thus, the spin transfer matrix of the combined artifi-
cial imperfection is given by
tAI = cos
(
1
2
χ1
)
cos
(
1
2
χ2
)
− (~n r2 · ~n1) sin
(
1
2
χ1
)
sin
(
1
2
χ2
)
− i
(
~σ · ~kAI
)
,
(28)
where
7~kAI = cos
(
1
2
χ1
)
sin
(
1
2
χ2
)
~n r2 + cos
(
1
2
χ2
)
sin
(
1
2
χ1
)
~n1 + sin
(
1
2
χ1
)
sin
(
1
2
χ2
)
[~n r2 × ~n1] . (29)
Finally, to an accuracy adequate for the purposes of the present investigation (see AppendixC),
cos
(
piν0s
)− cos (pi [ν0s + ∆νs(χ1, χ2)]) = [1 + cos (piν0s)] sin2(12χ+
)
− [1− cos (piν0s)] sin2(12χ−
)
− 1
2
a+ sin(piν
0
s ) sinχ+ +
1
2
a− sin(piν0s ) sinχ− ,
(30)
where the spin kick angles χ± and the imperfection pa-
rameters a± are given by
χ± =
1
2
(χ1 ± χ2) and a± = (~c · ~n r2)± (~c · ~n1) . (31)
Consequently, the determination of a± amounts to the
determination of the projections of the stable spin axis ~c
onto a plane spanned by the vectors ~n1 and ~n r2 .
Note the different status of the four terms in Eq. (30).
The first two terms, proportional to sin2
(
1
2χ±
)
, are
uniquely predicted with absolute normalization. The last
two terms, proportional to sinχ±, enter with unknown
coefficients a±, to be determined experimentally.
For weak AIs, the left-hand side of Eq. (30) can
be further approximated as cos(piν0s ) − cos(pi[ν0s +
∆νs(χ1, χ2)]) ' pi∆νs(χ1, χ2) sinpiν0s . Then, the
right-hand side of Eq. (30) entails a saddle point of
∆νs(χ+, χ−) in the (χ+, χ−)-plane. Simple algebra
yields the location of the saddle point (sp) χ sp± at
tanχ sp± =
a± sin
(
piν0s
)
1± cos (piν0s )
, (32)
so that the determination of the location of the saddle
point amounts to a measurement of the imperfection pa-
rameters a±.
It should be noted that we could equally have applied
the above described trick of Eq. (22) to the apparent
transport of the imperfection S1 to the location of S2.
That would not have changed anything apart from the
interchange of subscripts 1 and 2 in Eqs. (27) to (31).
Consequently, modulo to this interchange, our findings
for a± are applicable to the orientation of the stable spin
axis at the location of both solenoids S1 and S2.
III. EXPLORING MAGNETIC
IMPERFECTIONS OF THE COSY RING
A. Experimental setup and data taking
One of the goals of the investigations at COSY (carried
out in September 2014) was to explore the spin closed or-
bit by introducing AIs, as exposed in the previous section.
For that purpose the drift solenoid of the 2 MeV electron
cooler (solenoid S1 in Fig. 1, see [30] for details), and the
difference of fields of drift and compensation solenoids of
the 120 keV electron cooler (solenoid S2 in Fig. 1, see [31]
for details) have been used as makeshift AIs. They are
located in the opposite straight sections and the longitu-
dinal artificial imperfection magnetic fields were adjusted
by two separate power supplies.
At first, the vertically polarized deuteron beam was
injected and accelerated to the kinetic energy of T =
270 MeV. Subsequently, the beam was prepared for 75 s
by cooling and bunching. Afterwards the beam was ex-
tracted onto the carbon target. Then the initial verti-
cal polarization of the particle ensemble was flipped into
the horizontal plane by means of a resonant RF solenoid
SRF [32] (see Fig.1). Subsequently, the particle spins per-
form an idle precession around the vertical axis in the
horizontal plane of the machine with a frequency
fs = |ν0s |fR ' 120 kHz , (33)
where ν0s denotes the spin tune and fR the revolution
frequency of the particle bunch. The initial vertical
deuteron vector polarization provided by an atomic beam
source was alternated from up to down states. One run
typically contained 6 cycles, in order to allow us to esti-
mate the fluctuations due to instabilities of COSY.
The experimental scheme is illustrated in Fig. 2. The
first baseline spin tune measurement interval lasted for
∆T1 = 20 s after the spins of the particle ensemble had
been flipped into the horizontal plane. Then the cur-
rent of both solenoids S1 and S2 were ramped during
a short time interval of 2 − 3 s to the specified values
(see also Fig. 12 in AppendixD). The solenoids remained
switched on for a longer time period ∆T2 = 25 s in or-
der to obtain approximately the same statistical accuracy
for the determination of the spin tune compared to the
first time interval ∆T1. Afterwards, the solenoids were
ramped down for a still longer ∆T3 = 35 s to provide a
second baseline measurement. A comparison of the two
baseline spin tune measurements allows one to keep track
of potential spin tune drifts within each cycle.
The spin kicks χi (i = 1, 2) induced by the currents Ii
8FIG. 2. Timing of spin kicks χ1,2 (see Eq. [34]) of the two
solenoids S1 and S2 during a measurement cycle. The achiev-
able field integrals and spin kicks are listed in Table I.
Field integral Spin kick angle
[T mm] [mrad]
min max min max
Solenoid S1 −33 +33 − 8.787 +8.787
Solenoid S2 −49 +14 −12.978 +3.708
TABLE I. Minimum and maximum of the field integrals∫
B1dz and
∫
B2dz applied by the solenoids S1 and S2, and
the corresponding minimal and maximal spin rotation angles
χ1 and χ2.
of the two solenoids are given by
χi =
(1 +G)
Bρ
∫
Bi,zdz−χ0i =
(1 +G)
Bρ
Fi(Ii−I0i ) , (34)
where Bρ denotes the magnetic rigidity of the ring, and
Fi the corresponding calibration factors, which in free
space are given by Ampere’s law in terms of the coil wind-
ing numbers [33]. For the drift solenoid S1 of the 2 MeV
electron cooler I01 = 0. For S2, the nominal current I02
corresponds to the normal operation regime of compen-
sating the longitudinal field integrals from the main drift
solenoid, the toroids and the two compensation solenoids.
In our study the drift and toroid solenoids and the cor-
responding steerers were run at the nominal current. In
S2 the AI was generated by ramping the currents of the
two compensation solenoids away from the nominal I02
and then back to I02 at the end of ∆T2. The ranges of
the applied field integrals using the two solenoids S1 and
S2 are listed in Table I.
One necessary requirement to determine the spin tune
in each time interval ∆Ti (i = 1, 2, 3) to high accuracy is
a long horizontal polarization lifetime. This was achieved
by tuning the sextupole magnets in the ring to correct for
decoherence effects like emittance and momentum spread
of the beam [34].
B. Analysis method
The method to unfold the fast spin precession in the
horizontal plane and thus to determine the spin tune is
described in the previous JEDI publication [18] and is
outlined in AppendixD. The EDDA detector is operated
as a polarimeter to measure count rates in each of the four
detector quadrants (up, right, down, left) [35]. The beam
particles are brought into interaction with the carbon
target of the polarimeter by stochastic heating of the
beam.
Six measurement cycles with alternating polarization
states (up, down) were taken for each solenoid setting,
each measurement taking about ∆T1+∆T2+∆T3 = 80 s.
In each of the three time intervals (i = 1, 2, 3), the spin
tunes νsi were determined, and subsequently two spin
tune jumps
∆νs1 = νs2(n
ON)− νs1 , and
∆νs2 = νs2(n
OFF)− νs3 ,
(35)
were determined, where nON denotes the turn number
when the solenoids are switched on, and nOFF the turn
number when the solenoids are switched off (see Fig. 12
in AppendixD). Measurements containing six-cycle runs
were repeated and spin tune jumps were measured on a
mesh of spin kicks χ1 versus χ2, and this procedure is
referred to as spin tune mapping.
In a stable ring with perfectly stable solenoid power
supplies, within each cycle the two baseline spin tunes
νs1 and νs3 , and the corresponding spin tune jumps ∆νs1
and ∆νs2 must coincide. This is not quite the case with
COSY as is. A drift of the spin tune within each cy-
cle, from cycle to cycle of the same run, and from run
to run was already observed during our previous exper-
iment [18]. This drift could arise from a walk of the
solenoid currents I1,2, from a temperature dependence
of the magnetic fields, or from hysteresis effects in the
main dipole magnets causing a continuous displacement
of the beam orbit and a resulting change of the beam axis
with respect to the magnetic axes of the solenoids.
The cycle-to-cycle variations in the machine are clearly
demonstrated by the graph of unperturbed spin tune νs1 ,
shown in Fig. 3. The RMS of this distribution must be
regarded as a cycle-to-cycle systematic uncertainty of the
baseline spin tune, which amounts to δνsysts1 = 1.6 · 10−8.
The cycle-to-cycle statistical uncertainty of the baseline
spin tune is evaluated in AppendixD, and the values
are given in TableVII. For the first time interval ∆T1
it amounts to δνstats1 = (7.1± 1.1) · 10−10.
Similarly, we regard the difference of the baseline spin
tunes νs1 − νs3 (see Fig. 15 in AppendixD) and the dif-
ference of the two spin tune jumps ∆νs1−∆νs2 within a
cycle as a systematic error due to ring instabilities. This
difference comes out much larger than the statistical ac-
curacy to which the spin tunes in the three time intervals
of the same cycle can be determined.
The best estimate for the statistical, systematic and
9FIG. 3. Distribution of the baseline spin tunes νs1 in the
time interval ∆T1 for all 359 measurement cycles, exhibiting
a mean value of 〈νs1〉 = −(16 097 199.0± 1.6) · 10−8.
quadratically combined errors of the spin tune jumps
δ∆νs per cycle is derived in AppendixD, and amounts
to
δ∆νstats = 0.70 · 10−9 ,
δ∆νsysts = 3.23 · 10−9 ,
δ∆νs = 3.30 · 10−9 .
(36)
Since, depending on the measurement scheme, the
above given statistical error can be made small, in the
subsequent data analyses and simulations the systematic
error δ∆νsysts is used. Remarkably, the within-the-cycle
walk of the spin tune νs1 − νs3 (shown in Fig. 15 in Ap-
pendixD) is almost an order of magnitude smaller than
the cycle-to-cycle walk (shown in Fig. 3).
One serendipitous finding of a systematic effect was
that the operation of the COSY ionization beam profile
monitor (IPM) [36] causes spin tune jumps as large as
∼ 10−6. This finding indicates the high sensitivity of the
spin tune to the seemingly small electromagnetic pertur-
bations in the ring. Since the observed IPM effects are
large, all cycles with IPM ON were excluded from the
data analysis.
As we had no a priori idea about the strength of
the imperfection fields, a first exploratory map (Map 1)
was recorded using a coarse mesh. Later on, during
about 33 h a second map (Map 2) was recorded with
twice smaller mesh spacing. Initially, Map 2 contained
9 × 9 = 81 data points. After runs with IPM switched
ON had been discarded, and one row of measurements
was not recorded properly, Map 2 altogether contained
60 data points. While Maps 1 and 2 are fully consistent
with each other, in view of the higher statistics in the
following the experimentally observed data for Map 2 are
considered, and are depicted in the left panel of Fig. 4.
C. Confirmation of the saddle point of the spin
tune map
The observed spin tune map shown in Fig. 4 clearly
confirms the theoretically expected saddle point property.
The graph shows
∆νs(χ+, χ−)
' cos(piν
0
s )− cos(pi[ν0s + ∆νs(χ+, χ−)])
pi sin(piν0s )
= f(ν0s , χ+, χ−) ,
(37)
where the shape of the surface of the spin tune map is pro-
duced by the numerator, given by Eq. (30). For deuterons
sin
(
piν0s
)
< 0, and according to Eq. (30), f(ν0s , χ+, χ−)
is a sum of the convex function of χ+ and the concave
function of χ−.
Each data point has been assigned a quadratically com-
bined error bar, given by Eq. (36). The principal fitted
parameters are the ring imperfections a+ and a−. By
virtue of Eq. (30), the missing cross terms assure that
these parameters are basically uncorrelated.
1. Validation of the fitting procedure
The employed fitting procedure is illustrated by a sim-
ulation using the spin-tracking code COSY-Infinity ([22],
for applications to spin tracking at COSY, see [37]). The
simulations assume a single particle with nominal mo-
mentum orbiting on the closed orbit. We used a model
for the spin-tune jump described by Eq. (20). We as-
sumed an ideal ring and vanishing EDM, so that at ev-
ery point along the orbit the stable spin axis is precisely
oriented along the y-axis. An additional 5 T mm solenoid
is placed in arc A1 (same location as SRF in Fig. 1). Ac-
cording to the COSY-Infinity simulations, this solenoid
generates an imperfection which produces a cz different
from zero of
cz = −0.001323429 (38)
at the location of solenoid S1. Now, we want to use a
single solenoid in the simulation to determine the value
of cz using spin tune mapping. To this end, we produced
a set of 53 spin tune jumps, based on Eq. (20) with uncer-
tainties given by Eq. (36), equally spaced in χAI. Then
we fit the resulting set of data points using Eq. (20). As
expected, the resulting fit is of good quality, yielding a
χ2/Ndof = 50.27/52, and the input value for cz [given in
Eq. (38)] and the fitted value of cfitz are perfectly consis-
tent with each other,
cz − cfitz = (3.99± 3.43) · 10−7 . (39)
If it were not for the systematic errors to be discussed
below, it would have been possible to determine cz to an
accuracy of δcz ≈ 3.5 · 10−7. To put this number into
perspective, supposing a similar accuracy of the determi-
nation of cx would entail a resolution of the angle of the
stable spin axis δξEDM ∼ 3.5 ·10−7. Then, in the absence
of machine imperfections at T = 270 MeV, Eq. (10), cor-
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FIG. 4. Left panel: Map 2 shows the results of the measurement of spin tune jumps ∆νs(χ+, χ−). Each point represents a
single measurement. The error bars are smaller than the size of the symbols. A surface is fit to the data as described in the
text, the location of the saddle point is given in Eq. (42). Right panel: Residuals for Map 2, showing ∆νress = ∆νs − ∆νfits .
As described in the text, using Eq. (44) a surface is fit to ∆νress (χ+, χ−). Note the difference of the vertical scales for the two
graphs.
responds to a resolution of the deuteron EDM of about
σ(d) ∼ q
2md
δη
=
Gq
βdmd
δξEDM ∼ 2 · 10−21 e cm .
(40)
2. Fitting the map of residuals
As we have seen above, there exists a run-to-run vari-
ation of ν0s . We account for that by evaluating the theo-
retically expected spin tune jump function f(ν0s , χ+, χ−)
[Eq. (37)] at the average ν0s as measured in the corre-
sponding run.
The fit to the spin tune jump Map 2 with a± as free
parameters yields
a+ = (50 172.1± 5.9) · 10−7 , and
a− = (−4452.5± 5.7) · 10−7 ,
(41)
with an enormous χ2/Ndof = 22 017/58. According to
Eq. (32), the saddle point is located at
χsp+ = (−1.296 37± 0.000 15) mrad, and
χsp− = (0.115 05± 0.000 15) mrad.
(42)
In order to understand the reason for the large χ2/Ndof,
we investigate the map of residuals,
∆νress = ∆νs −∆νfits , (43)
shown in Fig. 4 (right panel). This map exhibits a sim-
ilar saddle point pattern with an amplitude at the level
of about one per cent of the observed spin tune jumps
∆νs(χ+, χ−).
The observed saddle point property hints at the pos-
sibility to fit the residuals by a function reminiscent of
Eq. (37), where we allow for an additional scaling of ef-
fects stemming from χ+ and χ−
pi sin(piν0s )∆ν
res
s (χ+, χ−) = A+
{[
1 + cos
(
piν0s
)]
sin2
(
1
2
χ+
)
− 1
2
b+ sin(piν
0
s ) sinχ+
}
−A−
{[
1− cos (piν0s)] sin2(12χ−
)
− 1
2
b− sin(piν0s ) sinχ−
}
.
(44)
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We assign to the residuals the error bars of the corre- sponding spin tune jumps. Such a fit yields,
A+ = (91.4± 0.7) · 10−4 ,
A− = (21.9± 1) · 10−3 ,
b+ = (1022± 0.7) · 10−4 ,
b− = −(15.9± 3.9) · 10−5 ,
(45)
with a χ2/Ndof = 235.5/55, which improves by about
a factor of 100 the χ2/Ndof = 22017/56 found for the
simplified formalism, given in Eq. (37).
Now the full spin tune jump takes the form
pi sin(piν0s )∆νs(χ+, χ−) 'pi sin(piν0s )
[
∆νfits (χ+, χ−) + ∆ν
res
s (χ+, χ−)
]
= (1 +A+)
[
1 + cos
(
piν0s
)]
sin2
(
1
2
χ+
)
− (1 +A−)
[
1− cos (piν0s)] sin2(12χ−
)
− 1
2
(a+ +A+b+) sin(piν
0
s ) sinχ+ −
1
2
(a− +A−b−) sin(piν0s ) sinχ−
' [1 + cos (piν0s)] sin2(12k+χ+
)
− [1− cos (piν0s)] sin2(12k−χ−
)
− 1
2
a∗+ sin(piν
0
s ) sin (k+χ+)−
1
2
a∗− sin(piν
0
s ) sin (k−χ−) .
(46)
This guess for the functional dependence of the map of
residuals [Eq. (30)] suggests that the spin tune jumps can
still be described by Eq. (37) at the expense of rescaling
the spin kick angles via
χ˜± → k±χ± , (47)
where k2± = 1 + A±. The variables χ± are somewhat
obscure, because they mix the effects of the two solenoids.
One may prefer to apply the rescaling to the individual
solenoids, described by
χ˜1,2 → k1,2χ1,2, . (48)
This empirical finding looks as if the actual spin kicks χ˜1,2
are different from what is given by Ampere’s law applied
to the readout currents of the solenoid power supplies1.
In the simplified formalism, given in Eq. (31), the pa-
rameters a± were related to projections of the spin stable
axis onto the AI axes ~n1 and ~n r2 . This interpretation is
somewhat obscured by the yet unknown systematic ef-
fects behind the residuals, which also contribute to
a∗± = a± +A±b± . (49)
1 The power supply of the compensation solenoid (type SM 30-
200) provides a current control stability of 100 ppm and a tem-
perature coefficient of 60 ppm/K. The power supply of the drift
solenoid of the 2MeV electron cooler (type BPS SW MODULE
PUISS BIP 30/22) has an absolute current calibration of 0.1%,
an output stability of 20 ppm, and a temperature coefficient of
5 ppm/K. Presently, for the two solenoids S1,2, 16 bit power sup-
ply controllers (type PSC-ETH) are used.
To summarize, Eq. (30), constrained by assuming an
ideal alignment of solenoids S1 and S2, only contains two
free parameters a±. This approach obviously misses the
experimental data on the spin tune jump by ∆νress which
numerically amounts to about 1% of ∆νs (see Fig. 4).
However, in view of the achieved record-high precision of
the spin tune determination, even this small mismatch
becomes statistically very relevant. We must therefore
conclude that Eq. (30) does not account for certain sub-
stantial systematic effects. Specifically, we shall discuss
in the following, whether an apparent rescaling of the
spin kick angles, given in Eq. (47) is borne out by re-
alistic physics mechanisms. A more detailed discussion
of such a mechanism and the quantitative description in
terms of a fit will be presented in Sec. IVE.
IV. SYSTEMATIC LIMITATIONS OF SPIN
TUNE MAPPING
A. Evidence for steering effect of solenoids
One obvious source of systematics is the misalignment
of the solenoid axes with respect to the beam trajectory.
In such a case, the magnetic field of a solenoid exhibits
vertical and horizontal field components which are pro-
portional to the solenoid field χAI and the angles of rota-
tion ξx,y of the solenoid around the x- and y-axis, respec-
tively. To a first approximation, a misaligned solenoid
can be regarded as an ideal solenoid complemented by
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FIG. 5. Upper pair of panels: the experimentally observed horizontal and vertical orbit excursions along the ring for several
spin kicks in solenoid S1 (χ1 = −8.79(#),−4.39(), 4.39(4)mrad), while solenoid S2 is switched off. The positions of solenoids
S1 and S2 in the ring are indicated. The last BPM reading at the end of arc A2 is replicated as first point of straight section
1. The lines connecting the points are to guide eye. Bottom pair of panels: Measured horizontal and vertical orbit excursions
along the ring for several spin kicks in solenoid S2 (χ2 = −12.98(#),−7.42(), 1.85(4)mrad), while solenoid S1 is switched off.
one horizontal and one vertical steerer dipole magnet.
The steering effect of the misaligned solenoid, i.e., the
momentum rotation angle ϑ, is related to the solenoid
spin kick χAI via [see Eq. (34)]
ϑx,y =
ξy,xχAI
1 +G
. (50)
The transverse magnetic fields affect the spin tune of
the ring both directly and indirectly via excursions of the
beam which change the orbit length and also affect the
magnetic imperfections acting on the spin in all magnetic
elements of the ring. Even the sign of the impact on
the spin tune cannot be readily predicted. Preliminary
experimental findings on the effect of steerer magnets on
the spin tune have been reported elsewhere [38].
The drift solenoid S1 of the 2 MeV electron cooler is
operated independently from the toroidal magnetic fields
and the related steerers. The case of solenoid S2 in the
120 keV electron cooler is more complex [33]. During
standard operation, the longitudinal field integral
∫
Bzdz
of the drift solenoid and the two toroidal magnets is com-
pensated for by the field integral of the two compensation
solenoids up- and downstream of the main electron cooler
solenoid. During the spin tune mapping experiment, the
two compensation solenoids were operated using an ad-
ditional power supply, whereby the field integral of the
electron cooler could be adjusted (see Table I).
In S2, the effect of the transverse toroid fields is com-
pensated for by two sets of steerers upstream of the
compensation solenoid and downstream of a family of
quadrupoles (and vice versa for the second compensation
solenoid at the downstream end of the drift solenoid).
The principal point is that even the reference trajectory
runs along the compensation solenoid at a finite angle,
and operating the compensation solenoid at a current
I2, which differs from the nominal current I02 , inevitably
generates unwanted transverse fields along with the un-
compensated longitudinal AI field required for spin tune
mapping. At the moment there are no spin tracking codes
available which fully account for the fields of the toroidal
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FIG. 6. Spikes of the count rate in the polarimeter at the
beginning of the time interval ∆T2 when the two solenoids
S1 and S2 are switched ON (producing the indicated rotation
angles χ1 and χ2) at t ≈ 103 s and at the end at t ≈ 127 s
when S1 and S2 are turned OFF.
magnets in the 120 keV electron cooler.
In Fig. 5 the experimentally observed orbit excursions
along the ring are shown as function of the spin kicks
χ1 or χ2 in each of the two solenoids when the second
solenoid is switched off, i.e. only single solenoids, either
S1 or S2 are active. The observed beam excursions are
quite substantial. Solenoid S1 perturbs the orbit mostly
in the horizontal plane, i.e., S1 predominantly provides
a vertical magnetic field. Solenoid S2 shifts the orbit in
both the horizontal and vertical plane. It should be noted
that the vertical orbit displacement is approximately lin-
ear in both planes as function of χ2 (see bottom pair of
panels in Fig. 5). Quantitative estimates for the solenoid
rotation angles, derived from the simulations carried out
with COSY-Infinity, will be discussed in more detail in
Sec. IVB).
Since the particles are removed from the beam by the
interaction with the target, collective orbit displacements
should therefore also affect the count rate in the po-
larimeter. In Fig. 6 the observed count rate for one par-
ticular cycle is shown. The first spike occurs when the
solenoids S1 and S2 are switched on, and fades away be-
cause of the absorption of beam particles at the target.
The effect should be reversible, and indeed a drop in the
count rate is observed at the end of the time interval
T2 when the solenoids are turned off. Subsequently, due
to continuous heating of the beam, the count rate ap-
proaches again the previous level.
After the AIs in the two solenoids S1 and S2 are
switched off, the spin tune jumps are not always per-
fectly reversible (see AppendixD). Such effects accumu-
late and the spin tune drifts from injection to injection,
as reported in [18]. There is an indication for a similar
irreversibility with respect to the orbit position, and in
Fig. 7 one example is shown. From the average values of
the vertical beam positions, listed in Table II, it is clearly
seen that within errors, the vertical position of the beam
is not recovered when solenoid S2 is switched OFF at the
end of the time interval ∆T2.
FIG. 7. Measurements of the vertical beam positions in
BPM13 during six cycles, each ranging in cycle time from
80 to 150 s. The results shown were obtained with the
same beam parameters and solenoid settings: S1(χ1 = 0)
and S2(χ2 = −11 mrad). The vertical orbit positions y¯i
(i = 1, 2, 3), averaged over 6 cycles, are calculated for the
time intervals ∆T1 and ∆T3 when S2 was switched OFF, and
for time interval ∆T2 when S2 was switched ON. The numer-
ical values of y¯i are listed in Table II.
B. Unraveling the steering effect of misaligned
solenoids using simulations with COSY-Infinity
Here we shall analyze to which extent the residuals
of the spin tune map, shown in Fig. 4 (right panel),
can be related to the steering effect of the misaligned
solenoids. In order to evaluate the situation, we re-
sort again to the spin- and orbit-tracking code COSY-
Infinity [22]. For instance, when the solenoid is rotated
around the y axis by an angle ξy, then its axis is given by
~k = cos ξy~ez + sin ξy~ex, and a horizontal magnetic field
proportional to sin (ξyχAI) ' ξyχAI will be generated,
causing vertical excursions of the beam orbit.
Excursions of the orbit change the torque exerted on
the spin by the magnetic elements in the ring. Thus,
the simplified prediction of the spin tune jumps, given in
Eq. (30), needs to be revised. Here we evaluate the salient
features of the steering effect in a simplified model using
only one solenoid as an AI, as described by Eq. (20).
Specifically, now the spin transfer matrix of the ring
excluding the solenoid is given by
tR(ξ, χAI) = cos
(
piqRs (ξ, χAI)
)
− i [~σ · ~c(ξ, χAI)] sin
(
piqRs (ξ, χAI)
)
,
(51)
where 2piqRs (ξ, χAI) denotes the spin-phase advance in the
ring excluding the solenoid (not to be confused with the
spin tune νs(ξ, χAI), which is defined for the full ring in-
cluding the solenoid). The spin-transfer properties of the
ring only depend on the beam orbit. An ideally aligned
solenoid (ξ = 0, χ 6= 0) does not disturb the beam orbit,
and leaves the spin advance in the ring unchanged from
the canonical 2piν0s , therefore, qRs (ξ = 0, χAI) ≡ ν0s , i.e.,
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equal to the spin tune of the ring when the solenoid is
switched off.
Time interval Vertical beam position [mm]
∆T1 y¯1 = 1.169± 0.006
∆T2 y¯2 = 1.438± 0.007
∆T3 y¯3 = 1.241± 0.008
TABLE II. Average vertical beam positions y¯i (i = 1, 2, 3)
for one run composed of six cycles, as shown in Fig. 7.
Now, we proceed to the decomposition
cos
(
piν0s
)− cos (piνs(ξ, χAI)) =
cos
(
piν0s
)− cos (piqRs (ξ, χAI))
+ cos
(
piqRs (ξ, χAI)
)− cos (piνs(ξ, χAI)) . (52)
Here the last two terms describe the change of the spin
transfer properties of the ring that are caused by the orbit
excursions,
cos
(
piν0s
)− cos (piqRs (ξ, χAI)) '
pi sin
(
piν0s
)
∆qRs (ξ, χAI) ,
(53)
where ∆qRs (ξ, χAI) = qRs (ξ, χAI)− ν0s is the first system-
atic effect, which changes the spin phase advance per turn
by 2pi∆qRs (ξ, χAI).
The last two terms of Eq. (52) can be regarded as an
extension of Eq. (21), which leads to
cos
(
piqRs (ξ, χAI)
)− cos (piνs(ξ, χAI))
= cos
(
piqRs (ξ, χAI)
) · [1− cos(1
2
χAI
)]
+
(
~c(ξ, χAI) · ~k
)
sin
(
piqRs (ξ, χAI)
)
sin
(
1
2
χAI
)
' cos (piν0s) [1− cos(12χAI
)]
+
(
~c(ξ, χAI) · ~k
)
sin
(
piν0s
)
sin
(
1
2
χAI
)
+
(
∆~c(ξ, χAI) · ~k
)
sin
(
piν0s
)
sin
(
1
2
χAI
)
.
(54)
Here emerges yet another systematic effect in the form
of ∆~c(ξ, χAI), which denotes the change of the spin rota-
tion axis in the ring caused by the orbit excursions. The
approximation in the final form of Eq. (54) is valid to a
quadratic accuracy, which allows us to put qRs (ξ, χAI) '
ν0s .
Then the first two terms in the last line of Eq. (54) pre-
cisely reproduce the result for an ideally aligned solenoid,
given earlier in Eq. (21). The final result can be written
as
cos
(
piν0s
)− cos (piνs(ξ, χAI)) ' cos (piν0s)− cos (piqRs (ξ = 0, χAI))
+ pi sin
(
piν0s
)
∆qRs (ξ, χAI)
+
(
∆~c(ξ, χAI) · ~k
)
sin
(
piν0s
)
sin
(
1
2
χAI
)
,
(55)
where the last two terms can precisely be interpreted as
the residuals, defined in Eq. (43),
∆νress (ξ, χAI) = ∆q
R
s (ξ, χAI)
+
1
pi
(
∆~c(ξ, χAI) · ~k
)
sin
(
1
2
χAI
)
.
(56)
COSY-Infinity allows us to evaluate the spin-transfer
matrix per turn with full allowance of the beam orbit
excursions,
T(ξ, χAI) = tR
(
qRs (ξ, χAI),~c(ξ, χAI)
)
tS(ξ, χAI) . (57)
Now we can evaluate the desired spin-transfer matrix of
the ring without solenoid,
tR
(
qRs (ξ, χAI),~c(ξ, χAI)
)
= T(ξ, χAI)t
−1
S (ξ, χAI) . (58)
Next we compare the so-determined tR to the COSY-
Infinity result for the unperturbed ring matrix tR(ν0s ,~c),
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evaluated with the solenoid switched off. This allows us
to estimate the effect of beam steering on the spin tune
via
qRs (ξ, χAI) = q
R
s (ξ = 0, χAI)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=ν0s
+∆qRs (ξ, χAI) , (59)
and on the orientation of the stable spin axis via
~c(ξ, χAI) = ~c(0, χAI) + ∆~c(ξ, χAI) . (60)
As soon as the misaligned solenoid is switched on, it
will change the beam orbit all over the ring, the solenoid
itself included. Because of the orbit excursions inside
the 120 keV electron cooler, its description as a simple
solenoid S2 already constitutes an approximation. This
entails a caveat of Eq. (58) – the use of t−1S (ξ, χAI) eval-
uated assuming a fixed orientation of the solenoid axis
~k with respect to the beam axis. Arguably, even so
the above approximations provide a qualitative idea on
∆qRs (ξ, χAI) and on ∆~c(ξ, χAI).
C. Scaling properties of the orbit excursion effects
on the spin transfer
1. Orbit settings
First we need to understand to which extent the steer-
ing effect of the solenoid depends on the unknown orbit
settings. The default orbit of COSY-Infinity corresponds
to a situation when all steerers are turned off. The best
we can do at this point is to compare the simulation re-
sults for different combinations of vertical and horizontal
steerers. In the following, we use for the discussion the
four specific orbit settings, listed in Table III.
2. Scaling properties of orbit excursions vs. solenoid
misalignment
In the top four panels of Fig. 8, we compare the initial
beam orbits and the orbit excursions for the two orbit
sets 1 and 2 (see Table III) of the vertical steerers found
using simulations with COSY-Infinity. Solenoid S2 with a
spin kick of χ2 = 12.98 mrad is rotated around the y-axis
in the angular range of −8 mrad < ξy < 8 mrad in steps
of 4 mrad. The steering effect of the rotated solenoid
causes vertical orbit excursions. The principal finding
is that despite the striking difference between the two
orbits, the corresponding excursions are identical, which
evidently stems from the linear beam optics.
The orbit excursions are also proportional to the
strength of the AI induced by S2, i.e., they scale as ξyχ2.
We also checked that the beam orbit excursions do not
change when the beam rotation angles in individual steer-
ers are varied. The horizontal orbit excursions from the
vertical steering effect of the solenoid are at least two or-
ders in magnitude smaller than the vertical ones and can
safely be neglected.
The bottom four panels show the results when the hor-
izontal steerer sets 3 and 4 (see Table III) are activated,
and the solenoid is rotated around the x-axis by an an-
gle ξx. Again, the simulated orbit excursions exhibit a
similar linear behavior of the orbit, as for the vertical
steerer sets 1 and 2 – the beam orbit excursions do not
depend on the initial orbit setting. Compared to the hor-
izontal orbit excursions, the vertical steering effect of the
solenoid is negligibly small.
It should be noted that the pattern of variations of
the observed orbit distortions along the ring, as depicted
in Fig. 5, is in general quite consistent with the pattern
exhibited by the simulated orbit distortions, shown in
Fig. 8. The corresponding solenoid misalignment angles
can be estimated as
ξy(S1) ∼ 1− 1.5 mrad,
ξy(S2) ∼ 8 mrad ,
ξx(S1) ∼ 6 mrad ,
ξx(S2) ∼ 6− 8 mrad . (61)
A full-fledged COSY-Infinity simulation of the compli-
cated magnetic field structure of solenoid S2 is not
yet available, therefore we are limited to the semi-
quantitative estimates, given in Eq. (61).
3. Ring steerers and baseline spin transfer parameters
As a prelude to the numerical simulations of the steer-
ing effect of a misaligned solenoid, we first look at the
effect of ring steerers on the spin transfer properties of
the ring. The COSY-Infinity simulations of the impact
of steerers were performed starting with the default ideal
orbit when all steerers are turned off, i.e., when ν0s = Gγ.
The strength of the ring steerers is conveniently de-
fined by the momentum rotation angle (kick) ϑx,y. Cor-
respondingly, for a misaligned solenoid it is given by
Eq. (50). We reiterate that horizontal steering is caused
by momentum rotations by the angle ϑy around the ver-
tical magnetic field By of a steerer (and vertical steering
by ϑx in the horizontal magnetic field Bx).
Evidently, the non-commutation of spin rotations in
the horizontal magnetic field of vertical steerers and in
the vertical magnetic field of dipole magnets is similar to
that in the solenoid and dipole fields. Therefore, verti-
cal steerers would generate magnetic imperfections cx,z
and spin tune shifts, similar to those generated by the
solenoids [see AppendixB, Eqs. (B9) and (B10)].
We demonstrate this property in panels 1 and 3 of
Fig. 9, where we show the spin tune shifts versus the mo-
mentum rotation angle ϑx for vertical steerer magnets ac-
tivated in the injection straight section and arc A1 (the
corresponding spin rotation angles equal χx ' ν0sϑx).
We also show the results when ϑx using one steerer in a
straight section is varied on the background of one steerer
in arc A1, operated at a fixed ϑx = 1 mrad. The fixed
steerer in the arc shifts the location of the minimum of
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FIG. 8. Top four panels: absolute beam positions y [mm] indicate the vertical orbits for the vertical steerer sets 1 and 2
(Table III), when solenoid S2 is switched off. The panel for ∆y [mm] show the vertical orbit excursions with respect to the
absolute beam positions when solenoid S2 is switched on with a spin kick angle χAI = 12.98 mrad, and rotated around the y-axis
by ξy = −8(#),−4(), 4(4), and 8(5)mrad. The observed excursions are linear in ξy. Bottom four panels: Same as top four
panels, but here for rotations of solenoid S2 around the horizontal x-axis with ξx = −8(#),−4(), 4(4), and 8(5)mrad for
the steerer sets 3 and 4.
the spin tune shift vs. ϑx, whereas the coefficient of the
quadratic term in panels 1 and 2 is the same to better
than 1% accuracy.
The case of the horizontal steerers is quite different.
Here, the magnetic fields of the ring steerers and the
dipole fields in the arcs are pointing along the same y
direction. The spin rotation in the horizontal steerer will
closely follow the momentum rotation. A naive estimate
for the shift of the spin tune
νs − ν0s '
ϑy
2pi
. (62)
is wrong for the reason that the momentum rotation in
the steerer will be corrected for by the horizontal focus-
ing fields, and because of the vanishing dispersion in the
straight section the orbit lengthening and corresponding
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Orbit set Direction of beam excursion Activated steerer Location Angle kick [mrad]
1 vertical MSV34 Arc A2 0.5 mrad
vertical MSV8 Injection straight 0.5 mrad
2 vertical MSV14 Arc A1 −0.5 mrad
vertical MSV34 Arc A2 0.5 mrad
3 horizontal MSH33 Arc A2 0.5 mrad
horizontal MSH7 Injection straight 0.5 mrad
4 horizontal MSH13 Arc A1 −0.5 mrad
horizontal MSH33 Arc A2 0.5 mrad
TABLE III. The four orbit sets 1, 2, 3, 4 used for the simulations with COSY-Infinity to evaluate the sensitivity of different
orbit settings on the spin-transfer parameters of the ring.
FIG. 9. Simulation of the spin tune difference νs − ν0s using COSY-Infinity for various combinations of beam steerers in arc
A1 and in the injection straight section. The top (bottom) panel shows νs − ν0s for vertical (horizontal) steerers as function of
the steerer kick angle ϑy (ϑx). The largest effect is observed when a horizontal steerer in the arc is activated, whereby νs − ν0s
is increased by about two orders in magnitude compared to vertical steerers anywhere or horizontal steerers in the straight
sections.
energy shift by the horizontal steerer kick have a negligi-
ble impact on the spin tune. Indeed, the results from sim-
ulations with COSY-Infinity, shown in panel 6 of Fig. 9,
indicate a very strong suppression with respect to the
naive Eq. (62),
νs − ν0s ≈ 1.5 · 10−2
ϑy
2pi
. (63)
For a steerer in the straight section, the effect computed
using COSY-Infinity is about two orders of magnitude
smaller than for a steerer in the arc, where the horizon-
tal dispersion takes the largest value. We conclude that
in contrast to the horizontal magnetic field Bx of the
vertical steerers, the vertical magnetic fields By of the
horizontal steerers do not affect the stable spin axis.
For the case of our interest, the steerer effect of
misaligned solenoids, located in the straight sections,
amounts to ϑy ≈ ξxχAI/(1 + G) < 0.1 mrad. Corre-
spondingly, the results shown in panel 4 indicate the ex-
pected spin tune shift from solenoid rotations around the
x-axis way below the uncertainty with which the spin
tune jumps can be determined [see Eq. (36)].
4. Scaling properties of the stable spin axis ~c vs. solenoid
misalignment
Next we turn to the second systematic effect, outlined
in Eq. (54), i.e., the change of the spin rotation axis in
the ring caused by the orbit excursions. Specifically, in
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FIG. 10. Perturbation of the spin transfer matrix tR [see Eq. (58)] due to closed orbit excursions (see Fig. 8) by the steering
fields of the misaligned solenoid S2. Panels 1− 6 show the effect of rotations of solenoid S2 around the y-axis. The first row of
panels 1− 3 shows ∆cx,z [Eq. (64)], and ∆± [Eq. (65)] for orbit set 1 (Table III). The second row of panels 4− 6 show the same
parameters for orbit set 2. The corresponding situation for rotations of S2 around the x-axis is depicted in panels 7− 12. Note
that in order to emphasize the different scaling properties, ∆cx,z (first column of panels) and ∆ x,y− (third column) are plotted
as a function of the variable χξ, while ∆+ (second column) is plotted as a function of the variable χ2ξ.
panels 1, 4, 7, and 10 of Fig. 10, we show the horizontal
and longitudinal projections of ∆~c(ξ, χAI), determined
from simulations using COSY-Infinity for the misaligned
solenoid and different steerer settings. The angles of
solenoid rotation ξy around the y-axis are indicated in
panel 2, the ones for rotation around the x-axis (ξx)
in panel 8. For the largest ξx,y = ±16 mrad, we show
the simulation results for nine equally spaced values of
χAI ∈ [−12.98, 12.98] mrad. For smaller values of ξx,y,
in order to avoid overlapping of points, we show only the
four results for the outmost values of χAI, two for χAI > 0
and two for χAI < 0. In principle, ∆cx,z are functions of
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the two variables ξ and χAI.
However, as illustrated in Fig. 10, the steering effect
is indeed proportional to the product of the two, i.e.,
described by
∆~c y(ξ, χAI) = ~C
yξχAI , (64)
where ~Cy = (C yx , C yz ) describes the slope parameters.
Close inspection of panels 1 and 4, which correspond to
a rotation of the solenoid around the y-axis, shows that
the slopes C yx,z remain unchanged going from one orbit
setting to another one.
In Sec. (IVC3) we argued that the horizontal steer-
ers should not affect the spin stable axis. Indeed, nu-
merically, ∆~c x(ξ, χAI) shown in panels 7 and 10, are
found to be about two orders of magnitude smaller than
∆~c y(ξ, χAI), shown in panels 1 and 4. The origin of the
very small ∆~c x(ξ, χAI) can be attributed to the coupling
of the horizontal and vertical betatron motion by the
weak spiraling of the beam trajectory in the misaligned
solenoid [see Eq. (50)]. We note that ∆~c x(ξ, χAI) does
not depend on the orbit setting, as evidenced by the com-
parison of panels 7 and 10. For the purposes of the sub-
sequent analysis of the residuals of the spin tune map,
the effect of ∆~c x(ξ, χAI) can be neglected.
5. Scaling properties of the spin-phase advance in the ring
vs. solenoid misalignment
It is convenient to define symmetric and anti-
symmetric combinations of ∆qRs (ξ, χAI), introduced in
Eq. (59) via
∆±(ξ, χAI) =
1
2
[
∆qRs (ξ, χAI)±∆qRs (ξ,−χAI)
]
. (65)
As we shall see, these functions exhibit different scaling
properties as function of ξ and χAI.
The simulation results for ∆+(ξ, χAI), shown in panels
2 and 5 of Fig. 10, suggest the scaling law
∆ y+(ξ, χAI) = D
yξχAI
2 . (66)
The slope Dy is consistent with a constant, which is inde-
pendent of the orbit settings. This is evident from panels
2 and 5 for solenoid rotations around y. A summary of
the simulation results for the slope parameterDy is found
in Table IV.
The simulation results for the anti-symmetric combina-
tion ∆ y−(ξ, χAI) are shown in panels 3 and 6 for solenoid
rotations around the y-axis. These results suggest the
scaling law
∆ y−(ξ, χAI) = E
yξyχAI . (67)
One notices, however, that ∆ y−(ξ, χAI) is no longer inde-
pendent of the orbit setting.
The case of rotations around the x-axis, shown in the
two bottom rows of Fig. 10, is a special one. As men-
tioned in Sec. IVC3 (and as shown in the upper panels of
Fig. 9), the horizontal steerers in the straight section have
a very weak influence on the spin tune. The spin kick
in the vertical magnetic field of the misaligned solenoid,
given by
χy =
ξxχAI
2pi
, (68)
is to a high precision canceled by the combined action
of the rest of the first straight section, the arcs and the
second straight section. Indeed, for rotations around the
x-axis, |∆ x+(χ, ξ)| (shown in panels 8 and 11 of Fig. 10) is
three orders of magnitude smaller than |∆ y+(χ, ξ)| (shown
in panels 2 and 5). Technically, the cancellation of the
spin kick in the rest of the ring entails a fairly large slope
of the antisymmetric |∆ x−(χ, ξ)|,
Ex ≈ 1
2pi
, (69)
which is consistent with the numerical results shown in
panels 9 and 12.
D. Orbit excursion effects from solenoids S1 vs. S2
Let the two solenoids S1 and S2 be located in the two
straight sections exactly opposite to each other, and let
the COSY ring be a precisely symmetric one. Then from
the perspective of COSY-Infinity, simulations with acti-
vated S1 would have differed from the case of activated S2
only by the relative positions of the activated solenoid to
the activated steerers, i.e., by the orbit setting. Conse-
quently, in the case of perfect symmetry, the slopes Cx,z
and D, which were determined from the COSY-Infinity
simulations for the activated solenoid S2, would hold for
solenoid S1 as well.
In COSY the solenoids S1 and S2 are at asymmetric
locations with different β-functions. Correspondingly, for
the same values of ξχ, the beam orbit excursions could
change from an activated S1 to an activated S2. Indeed,
this is evident from a comparison of the patterns of beam
orbit excursions along the ring, shown in the top and
bottom panels of Fig. 5, where solenoids S1 and S2 were
activated individually. Similarly, the steering effect in
the spin transfer properties of the ring from S1 could be
different than from those induced by S2.
The findings for rotations of solenoids S1 and S2 around
the y-axis are different. The last two entries in Table IV
list the results for two orbit settings, one with a verti-
cal and another one with a horizontal orbit steerer set.
The scaling properties of the steering effect of solenoid
S1 exhibits the same independence on the orbit setting
as the one observed for S2. However, the absolute values
of the spin transfer parameters Cyx,z and Dy for the two
solenoids are different.
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Orbit set Direction of beam excursion Solenoid Parameters from COSY-Infinity
C yx C
y
z D
y [10−2] Ey [10−6]
1 vertical S2 0.8392 0.2210 −4.134 28
2 vertical S2 0.8389 0.2210 −4.136 2
3 horizontal S2 0.8387 0.2195 −4.136 0
4 horizontal S2 0.8393 0.2205 −4.131 0
2 vertical S1 0.9455 0.1475 −3.827 −23
4 horizontal S1 0.9441 0.1464 −3.824 0
TABLE IV. Summary of parameters of modifications of the spin transfer properties of the COSY ring by the orbit excursions
induced by different steerer settings (listed in Table III) as determined from the COSY-Infinity simulations for rotations of
solenoids S1 and S2 around the vertical y-axis. Here Cyx,z are defined by Eq. (64), Dy is defined by Eq. (66), and Ey is defined
by Eq. (67). To emphasize the independence on the orbit setting, for solenoid S2 we show results for all sets 1 to 4, while for
solenoid S1, we restricted ourselves to sets 2 and 4.
E. Spin tune mapping with allowance for
misalignment of solenoids
Taking into account the considerations of Sec. III C 2
and the above Secs. IVC2 to IVC5 for guidance, we pro-
ceed further with the analysis of the recorded spin-tune
map by substituting in Eq. (30)
χ± → χ˜± = 1
2
(k1χ1 ± k2χ2) . (70)
The single-solenoid simulations using COSY-Infinity,
which strongly suggest this rescaling, could have missed
a cross talk of the two solenoids, caused by the orbit ex-
cursions, and in our final analysis, we fit the spin tune
jump maps to the following function,
cos(piν0s )− cos
(
pi
[
ν0s + ∆νs(χ1, χ2)
])
=
[
1 + cos
(
piν0s
)]
sin2
(
1
2
(k1χ1 + k2χ2)
)
− [1− cos (piν0s)] sin2(12(k1χ1 − k2χ2)
)
− 1
2
a∗+ sin(piν
0
s ) sin(k1χ1 + k2χ2)
+
1
2
a∗− sin(piν
0
s ) sin(k1χ1 − k2χ2)
+
1
4
Fχ1χ2 .
(71)
Simple allowance for the above individual rescaling fac-
tors k1,2 = 1 + K1,2 without the cross-talk term F = 0
already yields an acceptable Fit 1 with χ2/Ndof = 226/56
(see TableV). The allowance for the cross talk term
F 6= 0 between the two solenoids S1 and S2 leads to
a still better quality Fit 2 with χ2/Ndof = 137/55.
F. Understanding the residuals ∆νress of the
spin-tune map
Now, we are in the position to compare the residuals
of the spin tune map, given by the empirical fits to the
Parameter Unit Fit
(1) (2)
χ2/Ndof 226.4/56 137.5/55
a∗+ [10
−7] 49362± 9 49385± 10.5
a∗− [10
−7] −4545± 6 −4464± 10
Kfit1 [10
−5] −384± 7 −356± 8
Kfit2 [10
−5] −574± 9 −508± 11
F [10−5] 0 (fixed) −133± 14
TABLE V. Summary of fits to the spin tune map with al-
lowance for orbit distortion effects. Fit 1 uses Eq. (71) with
F = 0, while Fit 2 allows in addition for a cross talks of
solenoids S1 and S2.
experimentally observed spin tune map, and the ones sug-
gested by COSY-Infinity simulations. Lumping together
the found scaling representation for the different contri-
butions in Eq. (56), yields a simulation result for a single
solenoid of the form
∆νress (sim) 'DξχAI2 + EξχAI +
1
2pi
(
~C · ~k
)
ξχAI
2
'
(
D +
Cz
2pi
)
ξχAI
2 + EξχAI ,
(72)
where we have approximated (~C · ~k) ' (~C · ~ez) = Cz.
Now recall the point that in the basic Eq. (30), only the
two terms proportional to sin2
(
1
2χ±
)
come with uniquely
prescribed coefficients, while the terms ∝ E renormal-
ize the unknown a∗± [see also Eq. 49)]. For that reason,
it only makes sense to compare the quadratic term in
Eq. (72) to the corresponding term in the residuals ex-
tracted from the fit function, given in Eq. (71)
∆νfits (χ1, χ2 = 0) '
1
4
Kfit1 cos(piν
0
s )χ
2
1 ,
∆νfits (χ1 = 0, χ2) '
1
4
Kfit2 cos(piν
0
s )χ
2
2 .
(73)
We recall that contributions to the spin tune shifts
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Parameter Unit Fit
(1) (2)
χ2/Ndof 78.4/77 75.5/76
a∗+ [10
−7] −6.4± 9.4 −15.3± 10.8
a∗− [10
−7] 26.6± 6.5 12.1± 10.8
Kfit1 [10
−5] −8± 6.5 −11± 6.7
Kfit2 [10
−5] −53± 8.4 −68± 12
F [10−5] 0 (fixed) 25± 15
TABLE VI. Fit parameters of a COSY-Infinity simulation
using Eq. (71) of the toy model with two tilted solenoids S1
and S2 embedded in an otherwise ideal ring.
from rotations of solenoids around the x-axis are negligi-
bly small. Then the COSY-Infinity simulation results for
Ki for the two solenoids Si (i = 1, 2) will be dominated
by the contribution from the solenoid rotations around
the y-axis, described by
Ksimi ≈
4
cos(piν0s )
(
Dy(Si) +
Cyz (Si)
2pi
)
ξy(Si) , (74)
where Si as an argument denotes the parameters of the
respective solenoid.
The evaluation of the vertical steering effect, using for
the misalignment angles the estimates given in Eq. (61),
yields
Ksim1 ≈ −10 · 10−5 ,
Ksim2 ≈ −(17− 23) · 10−5 .
(75)
There are substantial cancellations between the contribu-
tions from Dy and Cyz on the right-hand side of Eq. (74).
The effect is larger for solenoid S2. The simulation re-
sults have the same sign but are one order in magnitude
smaller than the fitted Kfiti , listed in TableV.
G. Simulation of two tilted solenoids in an
otherwise ideal ring
Take a toy model consisting of two solenoids S1 and
S2 that are embedded in a ring with ideally aligned mag-
netic elements and with all ring steerers turned off, so
that along the complete orbit the stable spin axis ~c = ~ey
and ν0s = Gγ. Next we assign to the two solenoids the
rotation angles given in Eq. (61), i.e., ξy(S1) = 1.5 mrad,
ξx(S1) = 6 mrad, and ξy(S2) = 8 mrad, ξx(S2) = 8 mrad.
Now COSY-Infinity is used to generate a grid of 9 ×
9 = 81 spin tune jumps ∆νs as function of the same χ1
and χ2 as those used to produce Map 2, and each of the
generated spin tune jumps is associated to a statistical
error of δ∆νsysts = 3.23 · 10−9 [see Eq. (36)]. Fitting the
so simulated spin-tune map by Eq. (71) yields the results
summarized in TableVI.
Firstly, the results show that the fits are of the ex-
pected good quality. Secondly, the so obtained Kfit1,2 have
the same sign as the earlier estimates Ksim1,2 , given in
Eq. (75). Thirdly, the present Kfit1 and the earlier es-
timated Ksim1 are of the same magnitude, although we
do not see obvious reasons why Kfit2 is about 3 times
larger than the estimate for Ksim2 of Eq. (75). Fourthly,
within the error bars the fitted a∗± are consistent with
zero, as expected for an ideal ring. This can be taken as
additional evidence for the credibility of estimates based
on simulations with COSY-Infinity.
Finally, it should be noted that the pseudo-
experimental data discussed in this section were gen-
erated assuming the true solenoids S1,2. Fits to these
pseudo data assumed either a fixed cross-talk parameter
F = 0, or treated F as a free parameter yield basically
identical χ2/Ndof. In the latter case, the resulting F dif-
fers from zero by a mere 1.7σ. In contrast to that, the
experimental spin-tune map has been taken with the full-
fledged magnet system of the 120 keV cooler, which we
attempted to approximate by a simple solenoid S2. The
results presented in TableV do clearly show that the cross
talk parameter F is 10σ away from zero. The allowance
for this cross-talk term F entails a substantial improve-
ment of the fit quality of the measured spin-tune map
from χ2/Ndof = 226.4/56 down to χ2/Ndof = 137.5/55.
We also observe a simultaneous reduction of the magni-
tude of the fitted rescaling parameters Kfit1,2.
We interprete the above comparison as a significant
hint that the magnet system of the 120 keV electron
cooler, consisting of solenoids, toroids and steerers, is
not yet properly implemented into COSY-Infinity. The
approximation that this magnetic system can be treated
as a simple solenoid is most likely in part responsible for
the discrepancy between the simulated and empirically-
determined results for K1,2. Another part may stem
from the fact that the simulations using COSY-Infinity
do not take into account neither the finite emittance of
a stored cooled beam (of about 1 to 2 µm [36]), nor the
non-vanishing momentum dispersion δp/p ' 10−4, nor
the stochastic heating process used for extraction, and
the associated gradual removal of particles from the pe-
riphery of the beam in the target. Nevertheless, the
comparison of simulated and empirically-determined re-
sults provides an important insight into the significance
of solenoid misalignment effects.
In the future, it will be possible to go beyond the
present interim solution. Recently, it was shown that
the troublesome electron cooler magnets, including the
involved steerer magnets, can be switched off on flattop
without beam loss.
V. INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS AND
POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS OF THE SPIN TUNE
MAPPING TECHNIQUE
The spin tune mapping determines the parameters a∗±
[Eq. (71)]. The pitfalls of the makeshift two solenoid
scheme contributes systematic uncertainties to the inter-
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pretation of those a∗±. To get rid of these uncertainties,
it is imperative to have an alignment of solenoids S1,2 as
ideal as possible, such that they do not disturb the beam
orbit.
According to the simulations based on COSY-Infinity,
it is of prime importance to eliminate the vertical steering
effect of the solenoids, i.e., to keep the beam orbit a
planar one. The parameters a∗± are projections of the
stable spin axis ~c onto a plane spanned by the vectors ~n1
and ~n r2 . This plane is very close to the ring plane, and
the stable spin axis points in a direction very close to the
normal of this plane, i.e., along the direction of [~n1×~n r2 ].
We estimate the accuracy to which the projections cx,z
onto the ring plane can be controlled, using the approxi-
mation of Eq. (27), which entails
(~c · ~n1) ≈ cz ,
(~c · ~nr2) ≈ cos(piν0s )cz − sin(piν0s )cx ,
a∗± ≈ cos(piν0s )cz − sin(piν0s )cx ± cz .
(76)
Solving the last equation for cx,z, we obtain
δcz ≈ 1
2
{
(δa∗+)
2 + (δa∗−)
2
} 1
2
= 0.7 · 10−6 , (77)
δcx ≈ 1| sin(2piν0s )|
{
[1− cos(piν0s )]2(δa∗+)2 + [1 + cos(piν0s )]2(δa∗−)2
} 1
2
= 1.7 · 10−6 , (78)
where the δa∗± denote the uncertainties of a∗±, as listed
in TableV. Our principal finding can be summarized by
stating that the angular orientation of the stable spin
axis with respect to the plane defined by its normal vec-
tor [~n1 × ~n r2 ] can be determined to a statistical accuracy
better than 1.7 µ rad.
A slight trouble with the two-solenoid scheme is that
the exact orientation of the normal vector [~n1×~n r2 ] cannot
be determined to such a high precision, because besides
the uncertainties of the solenoid axes, the vector ~n r2 de-
pends also on the imperfection content of ~m1, the spin
rotation axis in arc A1. This is an intrinsic feature of the
two-solenoid scheme used in the experiment based on the
makeshift devices that were already available at COSY.
In our derivation of the combined AI, we could equally
have arranged for the transport of the spin rotation in
solenoid S2 over the arc A2 [see Eq. (27)]. Consequently,
the orientation of the stable spin axis can be controlled
in both straight sections.
This complication could have been avoided, if we had
arranged for the local AI supplementing a solenoid S1
by a static Wien filter, generating a horizontal magnetic
field, as discussed briefly in Appendix E.
The above shortcoming of the two-solenoid scheme
does not present a major impediment to some of the fu-
ture applications of the spin tune mapping technique. For
instance, recall the driven rotations of the particle spins
in an RF WF. Here, the attainable spin rotation angle
is proportional to the spin coherence time τSCT. The
JEDI collaboration has already achieved very long spin
coherence times τSCT ≥ 1000 s [34]. Evidently, one can
only take full advantage of the large spin coherence time,
if the spin resonance condition fWF = fs is maintained,
and the experimentally observed walk of the spin tune is
compensated for during times t ' τSCT.
One possibility is to let the spin tune drift in the cy-
cle and to adjust fWF accordingly to match the reso-
nance condition. The other possibility is to keep fWF
fixed in the cycle and to maintain the resonance condi-
tion fs = fWF in the cycle by adjusting one solenoid
field. This way, spin tune mapping becomes a tool to
maintain the resonance condition. Both approaches de-
mand for a continuous determination of the spin tune.
The corresponding experimental technique has already
been developed by the JEDI collaboration (see [18]). In
order to measure the spin tune, one needs a horizontal
polarization, and it would be appropriate to observe the
buildup of a vertical polarization component in the beam
as function of time starting with the particle spins pre-
cessing in the horizontal plane.
The second point is that by fine tuning the spin rota-
tions in the two solenoids, one can bring the stable spin
axis of the ring, including the solenoids themselves, to a
desired direction with the above stated angular precision.
An illustration of such a precision alignment of the stable
spin axis is presented in AppendixF.
VI. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
We reported about the first ever attempt for the in
situ determination of the spin stable axis of polarized
particles in a storage ring. The experiment, carried
out by the JEDI Collaboration in September 2014 at
COSY, was motivated by the search for electric dipole
moments (EDMs) of protons and deuterons using a stor-
age ring [14, 15]. On a purely statistical basis, a sensi-
tivity to the proton and deuteron EDMs at the level of
σ|dp,d| < 10−29 e cm looks feasible [39]. Such an upper
bound on the CP - and time reversal invariance violat-
ing EDM would be 15 orders of magnitude smaller than
the magnetic dipole moment, allowed by all symmetries.
Correspondingly, one needs to eliminate spurious effects
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from the interactions of the MDM of particles with the
magnetic fields in a storage ring. The issue becomes ex-
tremely acute for the methodical precursor experiments
planned at the all-magnetic storage ring COSY, which,
in a first step, will make use of an RF Wien filter. This
calls for pushing the frontiers of precision spin dynamics
at storage rings.
The principal aim of the present experiment was to
explore the imperfection magnetic field content of the
COSY ring. Our approach was to probe the integral
effect of the imperfections acting in the ring plane using
a modulation of the spin tune of the stored particles by
tunable spin rotators inserted in the ring. The point is
that the spin tune can be utilized as a high-precision
diagnostics tool, as it can be measured to a precision
of nine decimal places for 100 s cycles and still higher
precision for longer measurement cycles.
In the present exploratory study, the drift (and com-
pensation) solenoids of the two electron coolers installed
in COSY have been used as two makeshift spin rotators.
An encouraging point is that already these two AIs offer
the possibility to fully control the angular orientation of
the stable spin axis at two locations in the ring. Our prin-
cipal conclusion is that the spin tune mapping emerges
as a very useful tool to control the spin closed orbit with
an accuracy, never achieved before. We uncovered sev-
eral systematic effects which need further scrutiny, but
these do not compromise the fundamentals of the spin
tune mapping technique.
Specifically, we demonstrated that with the interim
setup presently available at COSY, the orientation of
the stable spin axis ~c can be determined to a statisti-
cal accuracy δcx,z ∼ 1.7 µ rad, and eventually to an even
higher precision. There are reasons to anticipate a fur-
ther reduction of χ2/Ndof with custom-tailored solenoids.
In the meantime, the results of Fit 2, given in TableV,
suggest the scaling factor S =
√
137.5/55 ∼ 1.6. Includ-
ing this scaling factor, our final estimate for the accu-
racy of the angular orientation of the stable spin axis is
δcx,z = 2.8 µ rad or better.
In the future, it will be possible to substantially
reduce the systematic effects by employing dedicated
solenoids during the spin tune mapping measurements,
while the electron cooler magnets and involved steerers
are switched off. We mentioned also the use of double-
helix magnets, which can simultaneously produce both a
longitudinal and horizontal magnetic field. In the latter
case, such a device must be complemented with a static
electric field in order to operate it in the Wien filter mode.
We anticipate that the spin tune mapping technique will
prove most useful for the calibration of various devices
to be employed in high-precision EDM searches at all
magnetic and hybrid magnetic-electric storage rings.
An analysis of the data taken within a very limited
scope of the exploratory beam time at COSY has identi-
fied certain systematic background effects to the EDM
signal. The AI-induced distortions of the beam orbit
emerge as the most unwanted one. This makes it im-
perative to orient the AI field in future investigations
to ensure orbit-distortion-free operation, and to also up-
grade the beam position monitors.
The initial motivation for the study was to identify the
background from imperfection magnetic fields in view of
the precursor experiment searching for the EDM using
an RF Wien filter. As a spin-off, we identified that the
orientation of the stable spin axis constitutes yet another
static observable which is also sensitive to the EDM. As
for COSY, a tentative accuracy for the deuteron EDM at
T = 270 MeV,
σ(d) =
Gq
βmd
δcx ≈ 10−20 e cm , (79)
is feasible.
The static and RFWF approaches both suffer from the
same systematic background from imperfection fields. As
we have seen above, the spin rotation signal in the RF
WF approach is suppressed by the weak spin kick in the
WF. Nevertheless, the importance of the planned RFWF
experiment stems from the point that it provides a test-
ing ground for further perfectioning of the technique by
measuring tiny spin rotations of the kind to be measured
in the ultimate EDM experiments at future dedicated
EDM storage rings.
Although COSY was never intended to be used as an
EDM ring, our findings will serve as a plumb line for an
upgrade of COSY and even the modest constraints on the
proton and deuteron EDMs would be an indispensable
step towards the development of dedicated high-precision
EDM storage rings.
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Appendix A: Parametric EDM resonance in the RF
Wien filter
1. On-resonance case
The FT-BMT equation [given in Eqs. (4), (5)] consti-
tutes a homogeneous and linear equation and the EDM
resonance can only be a parametric one. The RF exci-
tation of collective betatron oscillations of the beam is a
no go for a precision experiment, because such collective
effects produce unwanted and hard to control systematic
errors with respect to the determination of the EDM sig-
nal. The Wien filter condition for vanishing Lorenz force,
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given in Eq. (12), makes the RF WF entirely EDM trans-
parent. But it leaves a non-vanishing sum of the ~BWF
and the motional cross product ~β × ~EWF, described by
Eq. (13). The Wien filter axis is denoted by the unit
vector ~w, which points in the direction of ~BWF.
According to the FT-BMT equation, the RF WF gen-
erates a spin rotation of the MDM of a particle around
~w [17] with the spin transfer matrix, given by
tWF(t) = cos
1
2
χWF(t)− i(~σ · ~w) sin 1
2
χWF(t) . (A1)
The corresponding spin rotation angle amounts to [see
Eq. (13)]
χWF(t) =
= −LWF
β
· qEWF
mβ
· G+ 1
γ2
cos (2pifWFt+ ∆WF)
= χWF cos (2pifWFt+ ∆WF) ,
(A2)
where LWF is the length of the RF WF, EWF is the
electric field amplitude, fWF is the RF frequency. In
addition, an allowance is made for the phase shift ∆WF
with respect to the phase of the spin precession θs(n) =
2piνsfRt = 2piνsn, where n is the number of revolutions.
Wherever appropriate, we work to the lowest order in a
small parameter χWF  1. In the ideal case, the Wien
filter axis ~w = (wx, wy, wz) = (0, 1, 0) points along the
vertical direction.
The evolution of the spinor wave function ψ of the
stored particle per turn is described by the one turn map
ψ(n+ 1) = tWF(n+ 1)Tψ(n) , (A3)
where T is the spin transfer matrix of the ring includ-
ing the AIs, if they are switched on [see Eq. (19)]. We
factor out the rapid precession of the spin around the ~c-
axis.2 Passing to the conventional interaction represen-
tation ψ(n) = Tnη(n), where η(n) describes the envelope
over the rapid oscillations of the spin, η(0) = ψ(0). The
evolution equation for η(n) is given by
η(n) =T−ntWF(n)Tnη(n− 1)
= exp
{
− i
2
~σ · ~U(n)
}
η(n− 1) , (A4)
where
~U(n) =2 sin
(
1
2
χWF(n)
)
×
{
cos θs(n)
[
~w − (~c · ~w)~c
]
− sin θs(n)~c× ~w + (~c · ~w)~c
} (A5)
FIG. 11. Relative alignment of the spin closed orbit vector ~c,
the RF field vector ~w, ~k ∝ (~c× ~w) and ~m ∝ (~k×~c), upstream
of the RF Wien filter.
is the instantaneous spin rotation axis in the rotating
frame. Here the three vectors,
~c ,
~k =
~c× ~w√
1− (~c · ~w)2 , and
~m =
(~c× ~w)× ~c√
1− (~c · ~w)2 =
~w − (~c · ~w)~c√
1− (~c · ~w)2 ,
(A6)
form an orthonormal set. Schematically, the interplay of
the above introduced vectors is shown in Fig. 11.
Equation Eq. (A4) has a formal solution
η(n) = Tn exp
{
− i
2
n∑
k=1
~σ · ~U(k)
}
ψ(0) , (A7)
where Tn denotes n ordering. In the resonance regime
of fWF = fR(νs + K), where the integer K is the har-
monic number, the large-n behavior of η(n) is evalu-
ated using the Bogolyubov-Krylov-Mitropolsky averag-
ing method [40]. It amounts to keeping in the sum∑n
k=1 ~σ · ~U(k) only the linearly rising terms
n∑
k=1
2χWF(k) cos θs(k) ' n cos ∆WF , and
n∑
k=1
2χWF(k) sin θs(k) ' −n sin ∆WF ,
(A8)
and neglecting the oscillating terms. The result is
η(n) = exp
(
− i
2
n~σ · ~u
)
ψ(0) , (A9)
where
~u = cos ∆WF~k + sin ∆WF ~m (A10)
denotes the stable spin axis in the rotating frame. The
envelope ~Senv(n) is given by
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~Senv(n) =
1
2
Tr
{
exp
[
+
i
2
n (~σ · ~u)
]
~σ exp
[
− i
2
n (~σ · ~u)
] [
~σ · ~S(0)
]}
, (A11)
where ~S(0) is the initial polarization vector.
The spin resonance strength , given by Eq. (14), is the
product of the MDM spin rotation in the RF WF (χWF)
and the sine of the angle ξcw between the stable spin axis
~c and the RF WF axis ~w. It should be noted that  is
independent of the phase shift ∆WF. The generic solu-
tion for the spin evolution as function of time, however,
depends on ∆WF, and we shall comment on that below.
2. Off-resonance case
The off-resonance case is of practical interest, if the
RF frequency of the WF fWF does not exactly follow
the spin-precession frequency fs [Eq. (33)], for instance,
because of the spin tune walk in runs with long spin co-
herence time. We parameterize the fractional mismatch
of the two frequencies via
δWF =
1
4pi
fWF − fs
fR
. (A12)
It is convenient to reabsorb the mismatch effect into
the spin transfer matrix of the RF WF,
tWF(n)
=
(
1 +
i
4
(~σ · ~c )δWF
)(
1− i
2
(~σ · ~w)χWF(t)
)
' 1− i
4
~σ ·
(
2χWF(t)~w − δWF~c
)
.
(A13)
Repeating the analysis described in AppendixA1, one
finds for the spin rotation axis in the rotating frame
~u =
χ0WF
(
cos ∆WF~k + sin ∆WF ~m
)
− δWF~c√
χ0WF
2
+ δWF
2
= cos ρ
(
cos ∆WF~k + sin ∆WF ~m
)
− sin ρ~c ,
(A14)
where χ0WF = χWF
√
1− (~c · ~w)2 and the angle ρ pro-
vides a convenient parameterization for the frequency
mismatch,
sin ρ =
δWF√
χ0WF
2
+ δWF
2
. (A15)
The corresponding resonance strength is given by
(χ0WF, δWF) =
1
2
√
χ0WF
2
+ δWF
2 . (A16)
The generic solution for the evolution of the envelope
of the rapid oscillations of the polarization vector ~S(n) as
a function of turn number n (suppressing the arguments
of ) reads
~Senv(n) = ~u
(
~u · ~S(0)
)
+
{
1− (~u · ~S(0))2
}1/2
[~na cos(n) + ~nb sin(n)] , (A17)
where
~na =
[
~S(0)− ~u
(
~u · ~S(0)
)] [
1−
(
~u · ~S(0)
)2]−1/2
~nb =
[
~u× ~S(0)
] [
1−
(
~u · ~S(0)
)2]−1/2
.
(A18)
The projection of the envelope ~Senv(n) onto the spin pre-
cession axis ~u is conserved, ~u·~Senv(n) = ~u·~S(0). The spin
envelope rotates in the plane defined by two unit vectors
~na,b. The orientation of this plane depends on both the
relative phase ∆WF of the RF field and the spin rota-
tion phase, and the initial orientation of the polarization
~S(0).
This result generalizes the considerations given in [19]
(see also the more recent analysis in [41]). Below we il-
lustrate the salient features of this solution for the off-
resonance case by two typical examples.
a. Evolution of polarization starting with initial spin along
the stable spin axis of a ring
When initially the spins are oriented along the (approx-
imately vertical) stable spin axis ~c, i.e., ~S(n = 0) = ~c,
the solution for the envelope is described by
2 We reiterate, that the ~c-axis is defined for a static ring before
the RF spin rotators were activated. For the sake of brevity, we
omit the argument χWF of ~c(χWF).
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~Senv(n) = sin ρ
{
sin ρ~c− cos ρ
[
cos ∆WF~k + sin ∆WF ~m
]}
+ cos ρ
{
cos ρ~c+ sin ρ
[
cos ∆WF~k + sin ∆WF ~m
]}
cos (n)
+ cos ρ
{
cos ∆WF ~m− sin ∆WF~k
}
sin (n) .
(A19)
The up-down oscillations of polarization along the ~c-axis
are described by(
~Senv(n) · ~c
)
= sin2 ρ+ cos2 ρ (n) . (A20)
Whether ~S(n) would cross the ring plane into the lower
hemisphere or not, depends on the angle ρ.
(i) If |ρ| < pi/4, the up-down oscillation amplitude ex-
ceeds the offset value and the polarization will flip
the sign.
(ii) If cos2 ρ < sin2 ρ, vertical component of the spin
does not flip the sign.
(iii) Far away off the resonance, i.e. if cos2 ρ  sin2 ρ,
the axis of the driven spin motion approaches ~c and
the driven motion reduces to weak nutations.
For the sake of completeness we cite the other two pro-
jections of the polarization envelope
~Senv(n) · ~k = − sin ρ cos ρ cos ∆WF + sin ρ cos ρ cos ∆WF cos (n)− cos ρ sin ∆WF sin (n) ,
~Senv(n) · ~m = − sin ρ cos ρ sin ∆WF + sin ρ cos ρ cos ∆WF sin (n)− cos ρ cos ∆WF sin (n) .
(A21)
b. Evolution of polarization starting with initial spin
perpendicular to the stable spin axis of a ring
Here one starts with the spin in the plane spanning the
vectors ~k and ~m. The prime signal of the RF-driven spin
rotations is the buildup of a (vertical) polarization along
the stable spin axis ~c of the ring [see Eqs. (7,17)]. For
instance, for ~S(0) = ~k [given by Eq. (A6)], the evolution
of the spin envelope is described by
~Senv(n) = cos ρ cos ∆WF
{
cos ρ
[
cos ∆WF~k + sin ∆WF ~m
]
− sin ρ~c
}
+
{[
1− cos2 ρ cos2 ∆WF
]
~k − cos2 ρ cos ∆WF sin ∆WF ~m+ cos ρ sin ρ cos ∆WF~c
}
cos (n)
+ {cos ρ sin ∆WF~c+ sin ρ~m} sin (n) .
~Senv(n) · ~c =− cos ρ sin ρ cos ∆WF + sin ρ cos ρ cos ∆WF cos (n) + cos ρ sin ∆WF sin (n) ,
~Senv(n) · ~k = cos2 ρ cos2 ∆WF + (cos2 ρ cos2 ∆WF + sin2 ρ) cos (n) + cos ρ sin ∆WF sin (n) ,
~Senv(n) · ~m = cos2 ρ sin ∆WF cos ∆WF − cos2 ρ sin ∆WF cos ∆WF cos (n) + sin ρ sin (n) .
(A22)
The vertical polarization buildup is suppressed by a fac-
tor cos ρ, while its polarization offset is suppressed by a
further factor sin ρ. The offset of the polarization oscil-
lations is manifest in the other two projections as well.
c. Spin motion frequency spectrum and utility of the phase
of the RF Wien Filter
In the real experiment one determines the the up-down
and left-right asymmetries in the scattering of beam par-
ticles extracted onto the carbon target. The time de-
pendence of these asymmetries is an interplay of the RF
driven rotation of the envelope of the polarization with
the resonance strength  and the idle precession with the
spin tine νs:
ψ(n) =T(n)ψ(0) ,
T(n) = exp [−ipinνs (~σ · ~c)] exp
[
− i
2
n~σ · ~u
]
,
~S(n) =
1
2
Tr
{
T†(n)~σT(n)
(
~σ · ~S(0)
)} (A23)
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For the sake of completeness, we give here the generic
evolution law
~S(n) =~c
(
~S(0) · ~u
)
(~c · ~u) + ~c
[(
~S(0) · ~c
)
−
(
~S(0) · ~u
)
(~c · ~u)
]
cos (n) + ~c
(
~S(0) · [~u× ~c]
)
sin (n)
+ [~u− ~c(~c · ~u)]
(
~S(0) · ~u
)
cos (2piνsn) + [~c× ~u]
(
~S(0) · ~u
)
sin (2piνsn)
+
[
~S(0)− ~u
(
~S(0) · ~u
)
− ~c
(
~S(0) · ~c
)
+ ~c
(
~S(0) · ~u
)
(~c · ~u)
]
cos (2piνsn) cos (n)
+
{[
~S(0)× ~u
]
− ~c
(
~S(0) · [~u× ~c]
)}
cos (2piνsn) sin (n)
+
{[
~S(0)× ~c
]
− [~c× ~u]
(
~S(0) · ~u
)}
sin (2piνsn) cos (n)
+
[
~S(0)(~c · ~u)− ~u
(
~S(0) · ~c
)]
sin (2piνsn) sin (n) .
(A24)
A comprehensive analysis of this evolution law goes way
beyond the scope of this publication, we only mention its
salient features:
(i) Besides the obvious frequencies νsfR and fR/2pi,
the full frequency spectrum of the spin motion in-
cludes the side bands (νs ± /2pi)fR.
(ii) In the presence of imperfection fields and in the
off-resonance regime, the Fourier spectrum of the
up-down oscillations shall contain the frequencies
fR/2pi and (νs ± /2pi)fR.
(iii) All Fourier amplitudes shall exhibit a non-trivial
dependence on the phase shift ∆WF, which can be
utilized as a cross check of the RF WF operation.
Appendix B: Spin transfer matrix in an
imperfection-loaded ring
Spin-wise the MDM interaction with the imperfection
magnetic fields mimics the EDM interaction with the mo-
tional electric field in the FT-BMT equation, given in
Eqs. (4, 5). The equation for the spinor wave function of
the stored particle Ψ(θ) is
dΨ(θ)
dθ
= − i
2
{
Gγσy − Fx(θ)σx − Fz(θ)σz
}
Ψ(θ) , (B1)
where Fx,z ∝ Bx,z/By  1, and the EDM interaction
with the motional ~E-field enters under the umbrella of
Fx. We proceed to the customary interaction represen-
tation in which
Ψ(θ) = exp
[
− i
2
Gγθσy
]
u(θ) = tR(θ)u(θ) . (B2)
Here tR(θ) is the spin transfer matrix without ring im-
perfections, and u(θ) satisfies the equation
du
dθ
=
i
2
tR(−θ)
[
Fx(θ)σx + Fz(θ)σz
]
tR(θ)u(θ)
=
i
2
~σ · ~a(θ)u(θ) ,
(B3)
where
~a(θ) =
[
Fx(θ) cos (Gγθ)− Fz sin (Gγθ)
]
~ex
+
[
Fz(θ) cos (Gγθ) + Fx sin (Gγθ)
]
~ez
(B4)
is the imperfection field in the reference frame which ro-
tates with the ideal spin tune frequency GγfR.
A formal solution of Eq. (B3) is u(θ) = timpR (θ)Ψ(0),
where timpR (θ) is given by the θ-ordered exponential
timpR (θ) = Tθ exp
{
i
2
∫ θ
0
dθ1~σ · ~a(θ1)
}
. (B5)
To the second order in the imperfection fields, the spin
transfer matrix per turn is given by
timpR (2pi) = Tθ exp
{
i
2
∫ 2pi
0
dθ1~σ · ~a(θ1)
}
= 1 +
i
2
~σ ·~b+ 1
2!
(
i
2
~σ ·~b
)2
,
(B6)
where ~b = ~b(2pi), with the components
bx,z(θ) =
∫ θ
0
dθ1~ax,z(θ1) ,
by(θ) =
1
2
∫ θ
0
dθ1
[
ax(θ1)bz(θ1)− az(θ1)bx(θ1)
]
.
(B7)
Here, by(θ) comes from the non-commuting spin rota-
tions around the horizontal and longitudinal imperfection
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fields. An extension to higher orders is straightforward
and is redundant for the purposes of the present paper.
The total spin transfer matrix per turn can be cast as
T = tR(2pi)t
imp
R (2pi) = exp
[
− ipiνs(~σ · ~c)
]
, (B8)
with the spin tune νs, given by
cos(piνs)
=
[
1− 1
8
(b2x + b
2
z)
]
cos(piGγ)
+
1
2
by sin(piGγ) ,
(B9)
and the stable spin axis ~c,
cx sin (piνs) = −1
2
[bx cos (piGγ) + bz sin (piGγ)] ,
cy sin (piνs) =
1
2
[
−by cos (piGγ) +
[
1− 1
8
(b2x + b
2
z)
]
sin (piGγ)
]
,
cz sin (piνs) = −1
2
[bz cos (piGγ)− bx sin (piGγ)] .
(B10)
It should be noted that the correction to the spin tune
starts to the second order in the imperfection field. In an
imperfection-free ring
~c = (sin ξEDM, cos ξEDM, 0) , (B11)
while in an imperfection-loaded ring
cx = cx(MDM) + sin ξEDM . (B12)
Appendix C: Cooler solenoids as artificial
imperfections at COSY
Here we present technicalities of the derivation of
Eq. (21) and its accuracy. The preliminary ideas have
already been exposed in Sec. II C 2.
The exact formula for the spin tune modified by the
AI reads
cos
(
pi
[
ν0s + ∆νs(χ1, χ2)
])
=
1
2
TrT =
1
2
Tr (tRtAI) = cos
(
piν0s
)
cos
(
1
2
χ1
)
cos
(
1
2
χ2
)
− (~c · ~n1) sin
(
1
2
χ1
)
cos
(
1
2
χ2
)
− (~c · ~n r2) cos
(
1
2
χ1
)
sin
(
1
2
χ2
)
− {cos (piν0s) (~n r2 · ~n1) + sin (piν0s) (~c · [~n r2 × ~n1])} sin(12χ1
)
sin
(
1
2
χ2
)
,
(C1)
where tAI is given by Eq. (23).
We have several small imperfection parameters in the
problem. First of all, the departure of the stable spin axis
~c from the exact vertical orientation is described by the
non-vanishing imperfection parameters cx and cz. Simi-
lar imperfections arise from the non-vanishing imperfec-
tion components m1x and m1z of the axis ~m1 of the spin
rotation in the arc A1. A possible misalignment of the
magnetic field axes of solenoids S1,2 with respect to the
beam axis is of similar magnitude, and the spin rotation
angles in the solenoids S1,2 are in the same ballpark as
well.
Now we argue that the coefficient E in front of the
quadratically small product sin
(
1
2χ1
)
sin
(
1
2χ2
)
is ap-
proximately unity,
E = cos
(
piν0s
)
(~n r2 · ~n1)
+ sin
(
piν0s
)
(~c · [~n r2 × ~n1)] ' 1 .
(C2)
Indeed, it can be evaluated to the zeroth order in the
above used small imperfection parameters. Specifically,
we can take the solenoid axes ~n1 ' ~n2 ' ~ez. To the same
accuracy, the stable spin axis ~c and the spin rotation axis
~m1 in the arc A1 can be approximated as ~c ' ~m1 ' ~ey.
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Both arcs rotate the beam momentum by an angle pi,
and to the same accuracy to which ~m1 ' ~ey, we have
θ1 ' piν0s . Lumping all these approximations together,
we find
(~n r2 · ~n1) ' cos
(
piν0s
)
,
~c · [~n r2 × ~n1)] ' sin
(
piν0s
)
.
(C3)
This entails E ' 1 and completes the derivation of
Eq. (21). The omitted terms are of the fourth order, an
example is ∼ c2jχ2i .
Appendix D: Error analysis of spin tune jumps
Each time interval ∆Ti (i = 1, 2, 3) is analyzed us-
ing first a first guess of the spin tune qsi . Subsequently,
keeping this input qsi fixed, we allow for the additional
time-dependent variation of the phase of the spin pre-
cession, which is monitored as function of turn number
n,
Φi(n) = 2piqsin+ ϕsi(n) . (D1)
For each macroscopic time interval representing about
∆n = 106 turns ≈ 1.3 s, one phase value ϕsi(n) is deter-
mined based on the available statistics corresponding to
≈ 5000 events. The time walk of the spin tune in each
interval i is then given by
νsi = qsi +
1
2pi
· ∂ϕsi(n)
∂n
. (D2)
Following the findings described in [18], an allowance is
made for a linear drift of the spin tune, i.e., a parabolic
fit of the phase is performed using
ϕsi(n) =2piai + 2piNibix(n)
+ piNici
(
x(n)2 − 1
3
)
,
νsi(n) =qsi + bi + cix(n) .
(D3)
Here x(n) = (n− n0i)/Ni, and 2Ni represents the num-
ber of particle turns in each of the time intervals ∆Ti,
and n0i refers to the midpoint of each interval, so that
−1 < x < 1. Such an expansion in the basis of orthogo-
nal functions ensures a minimal correlation between the
expansion parameters bi and ci.
In the absence of such correlations, the standard de-
viations of the fitted parameters in each time interval
i = 1, 2, 3 are expected to satisfy
σai : σbi : σci = 1 :
√
3 :
√
45
= 1 : 1.732 : 6.708 ,
(D4)
which is perfectly confirmed by the ratio of fitted results,
listed in TableVII,
σa : σb : σc
= 1 : (1.737± 0.016) : (6.748± 0.079) . (D5)
Parameter Time intervals
∆T1 ∆T2 ∆T3
(i = 1) (i = 2) (i = 3)
σbi/σai 1.744± 0.027 1.743± 0.025 1.709± 0.037
〈σbi/σai〉 = 1.737± 0.016
σci/σai 6.835± 0.113 6.738± 0.131 6.489± 0.204
〈σci/σai〉 = 6.748± 0.079
σbi [10
−10] 7.9± 1.1 5.3± 0.7 4.3± 0.9
ci/σci −0.1± 1.3 0.8± 2.0 −0.3± 1.8
TABLE VII. Uncertainties of the fitted linear phase-
parameters σbi/σai , σci/σai , bi, and ci/σci for the three time
intervals ∆Ti, averaged over all 359 cycles. The corresponding
distribution for c2/σc2 is shown in Fig. 13, the distributions
of σbi are shown in Fig. 14.
FIG. 12. Upper panel: Spin phase ϕsi as function of the
number of turns n for the three time intervals i = 1, 2, 3 of
one particular cycle. In red, the fitted result using Eq. (D3) is
indicated, exhibiting a pronounced non-linearity in the time
interval ∆T2. Bottom panel: Spin tunes νsi , calculated us-
ing Eq. (D3), and spin tune jumps ∆νs1,2 , calculated from
Eq. (D6).
Figure 12 shows the measured dependence of the phase
ϕsi as function of turn number n during one particular
cycle for the three time intervals ∆Ti. The chosen exam-
ple is one of the few cases, where c2 differs from 0 in the
time interval ∆T2.
For a total of 359 cycles considered in the analysis, the
calculated ratio of c2/σc2 = 0.85 ± 2.00 indicates that
the quadratic term is small and that its consideration in
the data analysis is statistically not justified (see Fig. 13).
For the solenoid-off time intervals ∆T1 and ∆T3, the ra-
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FIG. 13. Statistical distribution of c2/σc2 , the ratio of the
quadratic parameter c2 to its error, for the second time inter-
val ∆T2 for all 359 cycles, which yields c2/σc2 = 0.8± 2.0.
tios c1/σc1 and c2/σc2 are found to be entirely negligible
(see TableVII).
The magnitude of the spin tune jump ∆νs is thus de-
termined from
∆νs1 = νs2 − νs1 = qs2 + b2 − qs1 − b1 ,
∆νs2 = νs2 − νs3 = qs2 + b2 − qs3 − b3 ,
(D6)
where the quadratic phase parameters ci have been ne-
glected because of their their statistical insignificance.
An example is shown in Fig. 12 (bottom panel). The
spin tune jump ∆νs is computed from the average of the
two spin tune jumps ∆νs1 and ∆νs2 ,
∆νs =
∆νs1 + ∆νs2
2
=
2qs2 − qs1 − qs3 + 2b2 − b1 − b3
2
.
(D7)
In Fig. 14, the distributions of σbi for the three time
intervals are shown for all 359 cycles. The fitted param-
eters of the baseline spin tune in each of the three time
intervals are given in TableVII. Using all 359 cycles, the
parameters bi are determined with a statistical uncer-
tainty in the range 4 · 10−10 − 8 · 10−10.
Since the qsi in Eq. (D7) carry no uncertainty, using
the σbi given in TableVII, the statistical error of ∆νs is
given by
δ∆νstats =
√(
1
2
)2
σ2b1 + σ
2
b2
+
(
1
2
)2
σ2b3
=7.0 · 10−10 .
(D8)
Thus, the spin tune jumps for runs consisting of 6 cycles
can be determined to a statistical precision of δ∆νstats =
7.0 · 10−10.
In order to estimate the systematic error of the spin
tune jumps, the distribution of the difference between the
baseline spin tunes νs1−νs3 in the time intervals ∆T1 and
∆T3 is used (see Fig. 15). The width of this distribution
is used as an estimate of the systematic error of the spin
tune jumps, yielding δ∆νsysts = 3.23 · 10−9.
FIG. 14. Distribution of the statistical errors σb1 , σb2 and
σb3 of the linear parameters b1, b2, and b3 of Eq. (D3). The
mean values of statistical errors are listed in TableVII.
FIG. 15. Distribution of the difference of the baseline spin
tunes between time intervals ∆T1 and ∆T3. The RMS value
of this distribution is used as an estimate of the systematic
error of the spin tune jumps, yielding δ∆νsysts = 3.23 · 10−9.
Appendix E: Static Wien Filter option for local
artificial imperfection
Here we briefly mention the static Wien filter as an op-
tion for a local AI which generates simultaneously hor-
izontal and longitudinal magnetic fields. This can be
achieved by using a double helix solenoid [42] which can
readily be fit into the ring. The Lorentz force from the
horizontal magnetic field must be compensated for by a
corresponding vertical electric field.
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The results of the present study call for a longitudinal
magnetic field integrals up to
∫
Bzdz = 10 − 15 T mm.
For a 0.5 m long solenoid with Bx = 0.03 T, this calls for
a corresponding electric field Ey = βBx = β · 10 MV/m.
Such strong electric fields will be a challenge but are still
in the admissible ballpark.
The demand on the electric field can be relaxed,
though, if such a static Wien filter with a double he-
lix solenoid could be just a supplement for fine tuning
the two main solenoids. Hopefully, the intrinsic imper-
fections of the COSY ring can be further reduced after
the precision geodetic survey of the ring magnetic ele-
ments has been completed, and the magnetic elements
have been aligned more precisely.
Appendix F: Artificial imperfections as a tool to
align the stable spin axis
We demonstrate the possibility to align the stable spin
axis by an artificial imperfection, using a model defined
by Eqs. (17) and (18). Let the axis of the AI point along
~k in the xz plane. We decompose the stable spin axis
of the ring without artificial imperfections into compo-
nents along the vertical direction cy~ey and the in-plane
component ~c‖ = cx~ex + cz~ez. With AI switched on, we
would like to align the stable spin axis of the ring along
the vertical direction ~ey.
Let ~c‖ be determined by spin tune mapping. We de-
mand that the total spin rotation matrix T of the ring
with the AI switched ON [see Eq. (19)] yields a vanishing
in-plane component of the stable spin axis, thus
~cT = sin
(
1
2
χAI
)
×
[
cos
(
piν0s
)
~k + cy sin
(
piν0s
) (
~ey × ~k
)]
+ sin
(
piν0s
)
cos
(
1
2
χAI
)
~c‖ = 0 .
(F1)
One can readily solve this equation for χAI and the ori-
entation of the AI axis ~k. Upon some algebra we find
tan
(
1
2
χAI
)
~k = − sin
(
piν0s
)
D
A~c‖ , where
D =
√
cos2 (piνs) + cy2 sin
2 (piνs) .
(F2)
A denotes the rotation matrix of unit determinant,
A =
1
D
(
cos (piνs) −cy sin (piνs)
cy sin (piνs) cos (piνs)
)
. (F3)
The AI axis ~k must point counter to the imperfection
vector ~c‖ rotated by an angle θp such that
tan θp = cy tan (piνs) . (F4)
In the approximation of ~c = ~ey, this corresponds to a
rotation by an angle θp = piνs. The AI must be run at a
spin kick angle
tan
(
1
2
χAI
)
= − sin (piνs)
D
∣∣~c‖∣∣ . (F5)
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